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Present report is the proceedings of the 4th Meeting on Tunneling Reaction
and Low Temperature Chemistry held in August 3 and 4, 1998. The main
subject of the meeting is "Tunneling Reaction and Its Theory". The past
three meetings on "Tunneling Reaction and Low Temperature Chemistry"
were held with the different subjects as follows.
1st meeting : "Tunneling Reaction and Cryotechnique"
(JAERI-Conf 95-020)
July 31 and August 1, 1995.
2nd meeting : "Tunneling Reaction and Biology"
(JAERI-Conf 96-015)
August 22 and 23, 1996.
3rd meeting : "Tunneling Reaction and Quantum Medium" , (JAERI-Conf 98-002)
October 13 and 14, 1997.
In the present meeting the theoretical aspects of tunneling phenomena in
the chemical reaction were discussed intensively as the main topics. Ten
reports were presented on the quantum diffusion of muon and proton in the
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metal and H2" anion in the solid para-hydrogen, the theory of tunnel effect in
the nuclear reaction and the tunneling reaction in the organic compounds.
One special lecture was presented by Prof. J. Kondo on "Proton Tunneling in
Solids"
The number of the participants was about 30, and very fruitful discussions
were done by the participants ranging over the wide research fields. The
editors believe that the present proceedings will contribute to understanding of
the tunneling phenomena.

Keywords: Tunneling Reaction, Quantum Diffusion, Low Temperature Chemistry, Muon, Proton, Solid Para-hydrogen, Nuclear Reaction, Organic
Compounds
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1 . Path Integral Centroid Molecular
Dynamics Simulations of Semi infinite
Slab and Bulk Liquid of Para-Hydrogen
Kenichi Kinugawa
Department of Chemistry, Nara Women's University, Mara 630-8506, Japan,
e-mail: kinugawa @cc.nara-wu.ac.jp.
I. Introduction
It has been unsuccessful to solve a set of time-dependent Schrodinger equations numerically for
many-body quantum systems which involve, e.g., a number of hydrogen molecules, protons, and
excess electrons at a low temperature, where quantum effect evidently appears.

This undesirable

situation is fatal for the investigation of real low-temperature chemical systems because they are
essentially composed of many quantum degrees of freedom.

However, if we use a new technique

called "path integral centroid molecular dynamics (CMD) simulation" proposed by Cao and Voth in
1994, the real-time semi-classical dynamics of many degrees of freedom can be computed by utilizing
the techniques already developed in the traditional classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
Therefore, the CMD simulation is expected to be very powerful tool for the quantum dynamics studies
on real substances. In CMD, the center (called "centroid") of the intermediate points of the imaginarytime path of the quantum particle is treated to move according to a particular type of Newtonian
equation of motion with the force coming from the potential of mean force as a path configurational
average. Thus, the centroid can be intuitively considered as the center of the spatial distribution
(density matrix) of the quantum particle which spreads over the space owing to the uncertainty
principle.

As the centroid degrees of freedom are treated semi-classically, we can utilize the

traditional classical MD techniques to perform CMD simulations for Boltzmann statistical ensemble
for an arbitrary thermodynamic condition.

The CMD simulation provides us with the information on

the dynamic properties, such as the quantum time-correlation functions and the transport properties, in
addition to the static properties such that are given by the path integral Monte Carlo simulations.
On the other hand, para-hydrogen is an important substance frequently used in the low-temperature
chemical reaction, and the quantum effect such as tunneling effect is expected to be involved in the
dynamical processes occurring in solid and liquid para-hydrogen at low temperature.

The

investigation of quantum dynamics in para-hydrogen has been, in this sense, should be started by
means of the CMD method in detail.

Thus, first we have proposed the full set of the equations of

motion to be solved in the CMD simulations, the numerical integration algorithm, and the other
technical details, to fulfill Cao and Voth's original idea.

Further, we have carried out the CMD

simulations for the clusters, slabs (solid-vapor interfaces), and liquid of para-hydrogen with/without an
impurity atom doped inside.

The present series of works is the first computational attempt to study

the quantum dynamics of para-hydrogen in real sense.
This paper is an abstract of the author's talk at the conference held at Japan Atomic Energy
- 1 -
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Research Institute on August 3-4, 1998, or of our recent works on the CMD simulation of a series of
para-hydrogen systems. The reader is recommended to refer to the original papers [1-3] to grasp the
details of our research and the references. In this paper, the methodology of the CMD simulation [1] is
first described shortly in Sec. II, and then we briefly summarize our CMD studies on the two topics:
(i) melting of para-hydrogen semi-infinite slabs containing a Li impurity [2], in Sec. Ill, and
(ii) quantum collective dynamics of liquid para-hydrogen [3], in Sec IV.
Among the contents of the present paper, the development of the CMD methodology and topics (i) are
fruits of the collaboration with Preston B. Moore and Michael L. Klein at University of Pennsylvania.

II. Methodology of path integral centroid molecular dynamics [1,3]
For canonical ensemble which obeys quantum Boltzmann statistics, the semi-classical CMD
equation of motion of/-th quantum particle is given as

Af,R, =

*

-N

^

t

M,R,6.

(1)

where R, is the centroid coordinate of the /-th quantum particle, R,c is the /-th centroid coordinate
defined as the arithmetic average of beads coordinates, <J> is the intermolecular interaction potential,
r;( r ) is the coordinate of the /-th particle along the path at imaginary-time r , and 5 is the analytically
continued action integral which corresponds to the total potential which the "Feynman's necklaces"
feel in quantum-classical isomorphism
2

|

(2)

The second term of the right-hand side of the Eq. (1) is the frictional term due to the Nose-Hoover
chain thermostat to keep the centroid temperature constant, and this produces the semi-classical
canonical distribution for the set temperature.
The extension of the CMD for the other statistical ensembles is straightforward.

For example, for

the isothermal-isobaric ensemble (isotropic cell-fluctuation), it is modified to

-Rf ) f /
M,R, =

^

exp[S({r(v)})/h]

^

M,R,l -(I + (3)

where the third term in this equation is the frictional force coming from the Andersen barostat to
control the system pressure.

Equation (1) or (3) are numerically integrated together with the

equations of motion for the thermostat (and barostat) in the normal-mode transformed system using
the multiple time-scale integrator called RESPA (reference system propagator algorithm).
- 2 -
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set of equations of motion and the RESPA integrator are given in Refs. 1 and 3.

III. Quantum dynamics of melting of semi-infinite slabs of para-hydrogen
containing a Li impurity atom [2]
Para-hydrogen is an excellent substance for spectroscopic investigation of reaction processes in a
host matrix.

For example, recent experiments have revealed that a low concentration of lithium

impurity can be metastably retained in solid hydrogen at T<5 K. It has also been suggested that the
addition of a small amount of light atoms, such as lithium, to solid hydrogen might enhance its
performance as a propellant for rocket propulsion.

Because the Li/H2 system might be stored and

handled at liquid helium temperature, it is important to investigate the static and dynamic properties of
the /?-H2 matrix containing doped impurity atoms from a microscopic point of view.
We have, however, observed in the previous CMD study that, if the temperature is high enough, a Li
atom initially buried at the center of /?-H2 cluster exhibits the tendency to escape toward the surface.
This finding is evidently contrasted to the solid p-H2 case.

It is therefore possible that dopant atoms

would come out of a host matrix and associate with each other either on a melted surface or at a grain
boundary as an initial process of chemical reaction.

To clarify this point, a p-H2 slab with Li doped

as an impurity has been investigated by means of CMD simulation.

Specifically, in this work we

have investigated the real-time dynamics associated with surface melting and the possibility of particle
diffusion when an impurity atom is present and a point defect is created inside the slab. The goal of
this study is to see how a guest impurity behaves within a quantum molecular matrix with free
surfaces.

The present CMD simulations have been directed at a slab of /?-H2 with a Li atom initially

located at various sites, with temperature varying in the range of 2.5-14.7 K.
The initial configuration of p-H2 molecules in the slab was set as an hep structure whose lattice
constant was set to the computed result of the Andersen-Nose-Hoover-chain-type isothermal-isobaric
CMD simulations (Eq. (2)), which were carried out for a bulk hep crystal at zero-pressure prior to
starting the slab simulations.

Six hexagonal ah planes of an hep lattice were aligned parallel to the

xy-plane of the rectangular cell, while the c-axis was set parallel to the z-direction.

The periodic

boundary condition and minimum image convention was applied only in the xy-directions.

The first

and sixth layers are therefore the upper and lower interfaces between the slab and the vacuum (vapor).
The distance-dependent part of the Silvera-Goldman potential was used to represent the intermolecular
interaction between spherical (J-0) p-H2 molecules, while the Konowalow-Scharf potential was used
for the Li-/?-H, interaction. The types of the initial configurations of the slab were nine in all,
depending on the location of the doping site of the Li atom and the structural defect created by
removing /?-H2 molecules.

One of the initial configurations was such that the Li atom was put onto

the free surface to examine the possibility of the Li-adsorption; the others were such that the Li atom
was doped at a vacancy created by the removal of p-H, molecules inside the slab.
the configurations are given in Ref. 2.
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Fig. I. The xz projection of the cenlroid trajectories spanning 15 ps. Bold lines denote the trajectories of
the Li atom, (a) Type II at 8.0 K; (b) Type IV at 8.0 K; (c) Type IV at 14.7 K; (d) Type I at 4.0 K. The
definition of "Type" is described in Ref. 2.

Some examples of the centroid trajectories spanning 15 ps are shown in Fig. 1. For the
systems where the Li atom is adsorped on the surface of the slab, the Li atom is observed to
diffuse two-dimensionally on the surface.
is observed.

In Fig. 1 (b)-(d), the vaporization of the surface molecule

In agreement with expectation, it has been clearly demonstrated by the present

results that p-Hz layers closer to the surface of the slab tend to melt more easily than the inner ones,
However, even when a structural defect is formed inside the slab, melting starts to occur first in the
surface region, and not in the vicinity of an inner structural defect.

In general, the Li atom doped

in the semi-infinite slab does not come out toward the surface during the time window of the present
simulations.

A Li atom, which is initially buried inside the slab, escapes onto the surface only
-
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when the whole slab is melted (Fig. I (c)) or when the diffusion pathway toward the surface is initially
open (Fig. I (a)). In the latter situation, the molecules that eventually do come out onto the first layer
then exhibit the expected two-dimensional diffusion.
The trapping phenomenon reported for a Li impurity inside the /?-H2 matrix is likely related to a
feature of the effective potential of the Li atom.

The effective potential of the Li atom for a type of

slab is plotted as a function of z-coordinate in Fig. 2.

For the classical limit, there is a potential

barrier greater than 74 kJmol ' which is centered at the first layer position, because the Li atom feels
the repulsive forces mainly from the three p-H, molecules at the triangular sites when it passes the
triangular center on the first layer.

However, the effective centroid potential barrier is as low as 4

kJmol "'. Such a low potential-energy barrier comes from the smoothing by the quantum dispersion
and indicates some probability of quantum tunneling of the Li atom.

However, in this CMD

simulation, we obtained the result that the Li atom did not come out toward the surface from inside.
Since the classical probability to cross over this reduced activation barrier is ~exp(-^E/RT) ~IO27, it
is perhaps reasonable that the centroid cannot come across the barrier during the simulation.
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Fig. 2. The plot of the effective potential energy of the Li atom as a function of the z coordinate.
Bold line: effective potential energy of the cenlroid in the quantum regime a( 8.0 K; thin line: "bare"
potential energy in classical limit. The vertical lines denote the z-coordinate of the upper two layers.
The molecular configuration "Type V" is described in Ref. 2.

IV. Quantum collective dynamics of liquid para-hydrogen [3]
Para-hydrogen is a typical quantum substance which exhibits strong quantum effect in the solid
and liquid phases (e.g., de Broglie thermal wavelength A =3.3 A at 14 K).

However, the

understanding of collective dynamics, which is observed as the dynamic structure factor S(k, co), in
liquid p-U2 is still far from complete. In spite of experimental efforts such as inelastic neutron
scattering focused on this subject, no overall features have yet been clarified over a wide range of k.
-
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This study has been devoted to clarify the dynamic structure factors S(k, w) of liquid p-U2 by means of
CMD simulation.

We emphasize that this study is the first attempt to calculate S(k, w) of any

quantum liquids.
The Andersen-Nose-Hoover-chain-type

isothermal-isobaric CMD technique with isotropic

simulation-cell fluctuation has been employed to simulate liquid ^-H, at 14.7 K and zero pressure.
The Silvera-Goldman potential was used to represent the intermolecular interaction between spherical
/?-H2 molecules.
The dynamical structure factor was calculated as the Fourier transformation of the intermediate
scattering function describing the microscopic centroid density-density autocorrelation,
S ( M = — \°ei01F(k,t}dt,
where the intermediate scattering function for centroid density fluctuation is

i=\

In this definition, Fc(k,t) and S,(k,w) denote the space-time correlation of the cent'roids, not of path
coordinates.

The time-correlation part of the centroid space-time correlation function was converted

to the quantum spectra 5(k, w) by the Kubo relation.
The power spectrum of the quantum velocity autocorrelation in Fig. 3, namely the observable

0.10
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50

100

150
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200

250

[cm"']

Fig. 3. Power spectrum of the quantum velocity autocorrelation function of liquid p-H2- The
dashed line denotes the result at the classical limit. The intensity of the spectra is in an
arbitrary unit. The resolution is 1.3 cm '.
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phonon density of states, shows a striking difference between the quantum and classical spectra. The
phonon density of states in the quantum regime is red-shifted 50 cm"1 from the classical spectrum.
This evidently indicates the softening of the effective potential well which the centroid degrees of
freedom feel.

This is due to the path integral average of the potential by the quantum dispersion of

each molecule.
Figure 4 shows the quantum dynamic structure factors S(k, w) for 12 selected wavenumbers k in
0.29s£A^5.9 A"'. There is a predominant peak with some width in each spectrum for k^\3

0

50

0

100

Frequency

50

100

150

1

[cm ]

Fig. 4. Normalized quantum dynamic structure factors of liquid p-H2 at 14.7 K and zero-pressure.
The horizontal dashed lines denote the base lines at zero-intensity for each spectrum. The intensity of
the spectra is in an arbitrary unit. The resolution is 1.3 cm"'.
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with its frequency increasing with k. These peaks indicate the collective mode, namely, the
longitudinal acoustic-like (LA) mode. The overall profile of the spectra is in harmony with the result
of the neutron inelastic scattering by Carneiro et al. The LA peak disappears at k-2.0 A ' and only
an intense mode is observed at a lower frequency near zero.

This implies a dramatical slowdown of

1

the collective dynamics observed at k (=2.0A' ), at which the maximum peak appears in the centroid
static structure factor SC(A). This phenomenon is referred to as the de Gennes narrowing, which has
been observed repeatedly in classical liquids and is ascribed to slow structural relaxation due to strong
spatial correlation at this wavenumber. The de Gennes narrowing has also been detected at k=\.9 A '
in the neutron scattering experiment of liquid p-H2

at t n e

same temperature.

The sound velocity

estimated from the phonon dispersion relation, i.e., the plot of the peak frequency of LA mode versus k,
is 1780±370 ms"', which is consistent with the experimental value at the same thermodynamic
condition, 1350 ms"1. This agreement indicates that the collective dynamical properties of a quantum
liquid can be reproduced in the CMD simulation.

As for the self-particle motion, the self-diffusion

coefficient estimated from the mean square displacements by the Einstein relation is 3.5 X 105 cnrs"',
which is in agreement with the experimental value 4.1 X 105 cnrs"1.
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2 . An ENDOR Spectrum of H Atoms in Solid H 2
T. Kumada.1 N. Kitagawa,2 T. Noda,2 J. Kumagai,1 Y. Aratono,1 and T. Miyazaki1'2
1
Advanced Science Research Center, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
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2
Department of Applied Chemistry, School of Engineering, Nagoya University,
Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya 464-8603, Japan
Abstract
An ENDOR spectrum of H atoms produced in the y-rays irradiated solid H2 was
measured at 4.2 K in order to elucidate the structures of the local environment of the H
atoms in solid H2. We found that the H atoms were not trapped in interstitial sites but in
substitutional sites of the solid, and almost all ortho-H2 molecules at the first nearest sites
from the H atoms converted into para-H2 molecules. This result shows that the orthopara conversion is induced by electron spins of the H atoms.

1.

Introduction

In this Letter, we report the environmental analysis of H atoms in solid H2 by means of
ENDOR spectroscopy. Solid H2 is a well known quantum crystal. Because of the weak
binding energy between two H2 molecules together with the small mass of a H2 molecule,
quantum effects play important roles on the properties of solid H2. The H2 molecules are
weekly localized around their equilibrium lattice sites of the solid with the root-meansquare displacement of 18 % by the effect of zero-point vibration [1-3]. Such quantum
effects are also expected on the properties of H atoms in solid H2.
The study of the local environment of the H atoms in solid H2 is interesting not only for
elucidating the properties of "quantum particles in a quantum crystal", but also for
elucidating effects of solid phase on the chemical reaction. This chemical abstraction
reaction such as H2 + H —* H + H2 in solid H2 is well known as the simplest and most
typical reaction caused by quantum tunneling. Since the quantum tunneling proceeds
without thermally activated process, it has been believed that the rate constant for the
reaction does not depend on temperatures at low temperatures [4-8]. Recently, however,
we studied the temperature dependence of the rate constant for the reaction: HD + D —*•
H + D2 in solid HD and found that the rate constant remarkably increased with the
increase of temperature above 5 K [9], although theoretical calculations for this system
have not predicted such a behavior [10-12]. Since the theoretical calculations for the
reaction were based on gas-phase models, they do not include the effect of solid phase on
the reaction. It has been accepted that tunneling phenomena in solids are very sensitive to
local environments of the solid [13]. Therefore, on the study of reactions in solid phase,
the effects of local environments on reactions should be explicitly considered.
In order to study the local environments of the H and D atoms, we have measured ESR
linewidths and ESR spin flip satellite lines of the H and D atoms in solid H 2 , HD, and D2
[14-17]. Recently, the trapping sites of H atoms in solid H2 was calculated [18]. These
studies, however, were not sufficient for elucidating the local environments. In this Letter,
- 9 -
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we report the result of an experimental study of the H atoms produced in the y-rays
irradiated solid H2at 4.2 K by using a technique of ENDOR spectroscopy. The advantage
of ENDOR spectroscopy is that the high resolution spectra reflecting dipole interactions
between electron spins of the H atoms and nuclear spins of the surrounding ortho-H2 (oH2) molecules can be observed, which cannot be observed using an usual ESR method
The analysis of the ENDOR spectrum exactly elucidates the local environment of H
atoms in solid H2.

2. Experimental Section
The purity of the H2 gas was more than 99.999 mol %. The H2 gas was sealed into a
quartz ESR tube. The tube was slowly put into a quartz dewer for ENDOR
measurements which was filled with liquid helium, and the H2 gas was solidified at the
bottom of the tube to give about 20 mm in height and 2 mm in diameter of solid H2.
The dewer with the tube was irradiated with y-rays for 3 hours (Co-60, 2.52 kGy) to
produce H atoms (~10"5 mol %) in solid H2. ENDOR spectra were recorded by JEOL
ES-EDX4 ENDOR spectrometer. The ENDOR spectra of the H atoms in solid H2were
observed by scanning radio frequency, simultaneously resonating electron spins of the H
atoms at 9.242 GHz, IOOJAW, and 353.7 mT of microwave frequency, microwave power,
and magnetic field, respectively.

3. ENDOR Simulation
The simulation of an ENDOR spectrum for H atoms in solid H2 was carried out on the
assumption that the H atoms were trapped in the substitutional or octaheadral interstitial
sites of solid H2. The observed ENDOR spectrum of the H atoms were formed by
magnetic dipole-dipole interaction of the H atoms and surrounding o-H2 molecules. The
ENDOR absorption intensity of the H atoms induced by N-th number of o-H2 molecules
located at the «-th nearest sites with the distance rn can be expressed as
, , ,

„ ;cos 2 flsin3 G (
i
>„
\a

1
+[v-vl)-q(rn,0)]

1
\
a +[v- vtl + q(rn,0)Y )

(])

where v and v0 are radio frequency applied for the ENDOR absorption and NMR
frequency of free proton itself at the experimental magnetic field, respectively, 6 is the
angle between the applied magnetic field and the vector of rn, and a is the frequency of
the half width at half height of the NMR absorption on the ENDOR [19-21], In this
Letter, a was assumed as 12 kHz. The dipole field qn in frequency unit at the H atoms
induced by the o-H2 molecule at the A/-th nearest sites is given as
q(rn, 0) = (4jt)-VeM3cos20- 1) / rn\

(2)

where ye and ^v are the magnetogyric ratios of electron and proton, respectively. The

-10-
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observed ENDOR spectrum can be reproduced by the summation offr(v) [19-21]:

(3)
In this Letter, nmax was set as 4, i.e. the first, second, third, and fourth nearest sites were
taken into consideration.

4. Result and Discussion
4.1. Comparison between Observed and Simulated Spectra
The ENDOR spectrum of H atoms produced in y-rays irradiated solid H2 at 4.2 K
resonating on the ESR spectrum of H atoms at the higher magnetic field is shown by bold
lines in Fig. 1 and 2. The observed spectrum consists of the sharp peaks at 14.95 and
15.17 MHz, shoulders at 14.82 and 15.30 MHz, small shoulders at 14.5 and 15.6 MHz,
and plateau around 15.06 MHz. These peaks and shoulders are mainly due to dipoledipole interactions between electron spins of the H atoms and nuclear spins of
surrounding o-H2 molecules, which can be simulated by eqs. 2 and 3. Any other peaks and
shoulders were not observed in the range of applied radio frequency between 2 and 20
MHz.
The simulated ENDOR spectra of the substitutional and octaheadral interstitial H
atoms induced by the o-H2 molecules at «-th nearest sites from the H atoms/, (v) (// <. 4)
are shown by solid lines in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. In Fig. 1 (the substitutional model),
three pairs of peaks and shoulders in the observed spectrum, the sharp peaks at 14.95 and
15.17 MHz, shoulders at 14.82 and 15.30 MHz, and small shoulders at 14.5 and 15.6
MHz, correspond to the peaks 'mfs(v) and/^v^, peaks mf2(v) and shoulders inf/v), and
shoulders mfjfv), respectively. Neither peak nor shoulder corresponding to that infi(v)
does not appeared in the observed spectrum. The simulated spectrum F(v) with Ns = 0
and nmax = 4 (/j (v) + f=,(v) + fjfy)), represented by a dashed bold line in Fig. 1, well
reproduces the observed ENDOR spectrum. On the other hand, in Fig. 2 (the octaheadral
interstitial model), neither peak nor shoulder in the observed ENDOR spectrum
corresponds to that in the simulated spectra. For example, the simulated spectrum F(v)
with Ni = 0 and timax = 4 (f2 (v) +fs(y) +/4v)) w a s represented by a dashed bold line in
Fig. 2. The simulated spectrum F(v) does not coincide with the observed spectrum. These
comparisons between the simulated and observed spectra reasonably lead to the two
conclusions as follows: First, the H atoms were trapped at the substitutional sites in solid
H2. Second, the 0-H2 molecules were not located at the first nearest sites.
The plateau around 15.06 MHz in the observed spectrum may be caused by another
nuclear spin relaxation mechanism of the o-H2 molecules at n > timax [19-21].
4.2. Location of H atoms
We shall discuss the reason why the H atoms were not located in octaheadral
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interstitial sites but in substitutional sites. It has been calculated that the potential surface
for the H-H2 interaction is similar to that for the H2-H2 interaction [22,23]. Thus, the
insertion of a H atom into an octaheadra! interstitial site should induce a large local stress
in solid H2, while that into a substitutional site should not induce. Moreover, zero-point
vibration of the H atom inserted in the octaheadral interstitial site should make solid H2 so
compressive that the solid cannot sustain the local stress created by the H atoms.
Therefore, it is expected that not only the location of H atoms at substitutional sites but
also that at octaheadral interstitial sites finally change into the same as that at a
substitutional site by relaxing the local stress induced by repulsive interactions among the
H atoms and surrounding H2 molecules. The theoretical calculation in Ref 18 supports
our result.
In Fig. 1, the linewidth of the observed spectrum (solid bold line) is slightly narrower
than that of the simulated ENDOR spectrum F(v) (dashed bold line) by 10 %, showing
that the o-H2 molecules around the H atoms around second and third nearest sites are
slightly pushed outward about 4 %. This result is qualitatively consistent with that
predicted in Ref. 18.
4.3. ortho-para Conversion ofo-H2
We shall discuss the reason why o-H2 molecules at the first nearest sites are absent. It
has been accepted that ortho-para conversion of H2 molecules located close to
paramagnetic species is effectively induced by their magnetic perturbations, although the
ortho-para conversion of a H2 molecule itself is magnetically forbidden [1,3,24], Thus,
the absence of the o-H2 molecules at the first nearest sites can be explained by the
conversion of o-H2 molecules into para-H2 (p-H2) molecules which have no nuclear spin
moment.
It was reported that ESR linewidths of H atoms in H2 (0.37 G) was much narrower
than that in HD (2.7 G) and D2 (1.2 G) [14,15]. This result can also be explained by the
ortho-para conversion process. While HD and D2 molecules in ground states have nuclear
spin moments which induce disordered internal magnetic fields on the H atoms, H2
molecules in a ground state (p-H2) do not have the nuclear spin moment. Thus, the ESR
linewidths of H atoms in H2 become narrower than those in HD and D2. Moreover, it was
reported that the intensity of ESR spin flip satellite peaks of H atoms in solid H2, which is
proportional to the number of surrounding o-H2 moleucules, was much smaller than
expected one [16].
The rate for the conversion of o-H2 molecules close to H atoms in solid H2 was
estimated to be 5 x 10'2 (a0 r)n sec"1, where a0 is a lattice constant of solid H2 [25],
Then, the lifetimes of the o-H2 molecules at the first and second nearest sites were
calculated to be about 30 sec and 30 min, respectively. As shown in the observed
spectrum, the o-H2 molecules at the first nearest sites have converted into p-H2 molecules,
while those at the second nearest sites have not converted. Therefore, the time for a H
atom staying at one substitutional site in solid H2 is roughly estimated to be between 30
sec and 30 min at 4.2 K.
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Conclusion

An ENDOR spectrum of H atoms produced in y-rays irradiated solid H2 was measured
at 4.2 K in order to elucidate the structure of local environments of the H atoms in solid
H2. Comparing the observed spectrum to the simulated one, we concluded that all the H
atoms were not trapped in octaheadral interstitial sites but in substitutional sites.
Moreover, ortho-para conversions of the H2 molecules at the first nearest sites from the H
atoms were observed. These conversions were caused by magnetic perturbation of
electron spins of the H atoms.
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Fig. 1 The observed ENDOR spectrum
of H atoms in y-rays irradiated solid H2 at
4.2 K (solid bold line), the simulated
ENDOR spectra of the H atoms trapped
at substitutional sites of solid H2, which
were represented by F(v) (dashed bold
line), and fn(v){n = 1-4) (solid lines). The
observed ENDOR spectrum was obtained
at microwave frequency of 9.242 GHz,
microwave power of 100 ^W, and
magnetic field of 353.7 mT. The simulated
ENDOR spectrum F(v) was estimated
withAr, = 0 a n d / w v = 4 ( / / v J - f3(v) r
fjfv)) (cf. eq. 3 in the text). The notations
were shown in the text.

14.5
15.0
15.5
16.0
Radio Frequency / MHz

Fig. 2
The same as Fig. 1, but
F(y)(bo\d dashed line) and//vj (w = 1-4)
(solid lines) were obtained on the
assumption that H atoms are trapped at
octaheadral interstitial sites of solid H2.
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3 . Quantum Diffusion of Muon and Muonium
in Solids
Ryosuke Kadono
Institute of Materials Structure Science
High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK)
1-1 Oho, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-0801, Japan

ABSTRACT
The quantum tunneling diffusion of muon and muonium in crystalline solids is discussed
with emphasis on the effects of disorder and superconductivity. The complex effect of
disorder on muonium diffusion in inhomogeneous crystal is scrutinized. The enhanced
muon diffusion in the superconducting state of high-purity tantalum establishes the
predominant influence of conduction electrons on the quantum diffusion in metals.

1

Introduction

One of the distinct features of /iSR technique consists in its unique time window covering
from 10~9 to 10~5 s for the observation of dynamical processes. This bridges over the
gap between the window of neutron scattering (< 10~9 s) and that of NMR (> 10~4 s)
and thereby makes it complementary to these two major techniques. Another interesting
feature is that the positive muon and muonium (Mu, a muonic analogue of hydrogen
atom) are regarded as light isotopes of proton and hydrogen and therefore they provide
unique opportunity to learn the structure and dynamics of isolated hydrogen isotopes
with the tracer-level sensitivity. This is quite complementary to the case of hydrogen
where one encounters difficulties due to solubility limits and tendency of agglomeration
at lower temperatures.
This chapter is intended to serve as a hint for the potential application of this powerful
technique to other dynamical systems by scrutinizing what (and how) we have learned
about quantum diffusion. The most important dynamical quantity in this topics is the
muon or Mu hopping rate v inferred by the spin correlation time r c (i.e., v = 1/T C ). The
hopping rate is proportional to the diffusion coefficient and provides a direct measure of
interstitial diffusion. The spin correlation time is measured by the "longitudinal muon
spin relaxation" technique which is briefly introduced in the following as a supplement
to the general introduction chapter by E. Roduner. Because of the limitation on the
available space, this paper is mainly concerned with the recent result of muon diffusion
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study in high-purity tantalum with an extensive introduction for the underlying physics,
i.e., the effect of disorder and superconductivity on quantum diffusion. Those who are
interested in more details of quantum diffusion are suggested to go to existing reviews,
e.g., see Ref.[l] for experimental studies and Ref.[2] for theory.
It has been revealed that the hopping rate of muon and muonium exhibits a power
law temperature dependence with negative power (i.e., u oc T~a) at lower temperatures,
which is understood in terms of quantum tunneling diffusion of muons under various
dissipation due to phonons, electrons, and other defects. The recognition of the nonadiabatic effect of conduction electrons on the tunneling diffusion of charged impurities
was the most important progress. Because of the Debye shielding, muon or proton in
metals stays in a charged state, where the local distortion of electronic state associated
with the screening leads to an electron-polaron state. It is intriguing that, as a consequence of Anderson's orthogonality catastrophe [3], this polaron state would have null
tunneling probability provided that the screening electrons follow the motion of charged
impurity adiabatically. In reality the low energy part of these screening electrons cannot
follow the migration of the impurity atom adiabatically, leading to a finite tunneling
matrix element J = Ao(irkBT/wo)K for this polaron state, where Ao is the tunneling
matrix element without electron-polaron effect, wo is the energy to the first excited
state of the impurity atom in a potential well, and K is the constant determined by the
Coulomb interaction between impurity atoms and electrons (0 < K < | ) . Meanwhile,
viewed from another limit, this non-adiabatic effect serves to suppress the tunneling
motion of charged impurities by a factor (irksT/wo)1*- The actual hopping rate is given
by v ~ J2/kBT oc T2K~1, leading to a = 1 — IK (where kBT is due to Korringa scattering) [4, 5]. Experimental studies concerning muon diffusion in copper [6, 7] and in
aluminum [8] have demonstrated that this electron-polaron effect is essential to understand the weak power of temperature dependence (a ~ 0.6) at low temperatures (see
Fig.l). The second important progress was the revelation of muonium diffusion in nonmetallic crystals where, in contrast to the case in metals, fairly steep increase of diffusion
rate was observed with decreasing temperature (with the power a > 3) [9, 10, 11, 12].
This behavior corresponds to that predicted earlier by a theory on the polaron motion
dominated by phonon-polaron interaction [13].
However, it was rather fortunate that these results were readily understood by the
theory dealing with the tunneling diffusion in a perfect crystal. As a matter of fact,
the muon diffusion rate in pure Al is too fast to observe directly [14] and thereby it
was necessary to introduce impurities in order to monitor the diffusion rate [8]. In the
succeeding attempt to prove the importance of electron-polaron effect by comparing
muon diffusion in impurity-doped Al samples in their normal conducting state with
that in the superconducting state [15, 16, 17], it was revealed that the role of impurity
atoms is far more complicated than that of simple muon-trapping center presumed in the
conventional model where undisturbed muon diffusion prevails up to a capture radius at
which the muon suddenly becomes immobile. The ground state energy level of muon or
Mu would vary from site to site due to impurities and it would experience a static energy
shift (i.e., a mismatch in the potential well depth for the muon/Mu between adjacent
sites) upon tunneling. Detailed theoretical studies have shown that the muon hopping
rate v is strongly affected by the energy shift £ [18], leading to a complicated dependence
of v on £, temperature (T), and energy gap (As) in superconducting metals [19, 20, 21].
Furthermore, the spatial distribution of the energy shift f (r), which is generally expected
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for inhomogeneous media, prevented these theories from being directly compared with
the experimental result of long-range diffusion where the energy shift experienced by
a diffusing atom is not random at each jump but spatially correlated along with the
diffusion path. Thus, it was not before a Monte-Carlo simulation with a specific model
for £(r) was performed that a quantitative understanding has been finally attained for
the experimental result in Al [22].
While the progress provided by the Monte-Carlo simulation should be appreciated,
the effect of superconductivity is crucial for proving the presence of electron-polaron
effect in metals and therefore it would be much more convenient to split the effects of
disorder and superconductivity for their independent scrutiny. For the effect of disorder,
we briefly refer to the recent result of muonium diffusion studies in Na-doped KC1 [23]
and solid nitrogen (s-N2) [24] where the simple reaction kinetics of diffusion-limited
trapping fails to provide proper accounts of the experimental results. Then we show
the recent result of muon diffusion in high purity tantalum where the enhanced muon
diffusion in superconducting state has been clearly observed [25]. The important point
is that muon diffusion in Ta can be studied without the need to introduce impurities
and thereby it provides an ideal opportunity to study the effect of superconductivity.

2

Longitudinal relaxation technique

A useful feature of /^SR technique is that it can be performed under zero or longitudinal
external field, where the Ti-relaxation (i.e., "spin-lattice" relaxation in NMR) induced
by dynamical effect is readily distinguished from other static effects leading to the T2relaxation (i.e., the one due to the loss of phase coherence in spin rotation measurement
under a transverse field). The origin of muon spin relaxation in diamagnetic materials
is predominantly due to the hyperfine interactions with surrounding nuclear magnetic
moments. Since the time scale of nuclear spin fluctuation (> 10~4 s) is considerably
longer than the sensitive limit for the fiSR technique placed by the \x-e decay lifetime
(10~5 s), any dynamical modulation of the hyperfine interactions is mostly attributed
to the motion of muon (or muonium) itself.
The magnetic dipolar interaction between interstitial muons and surrounding nuclei is
short-ranged and distributed randomly over sites, which is approximated by an effective
local field B with a Gaussian distribution. The time evolution of the longitudinal spin
polarization is then obtained by averaging the muon spin Lamor precession over this
local field distribution to have
«/,(«) = | + | ( l - A 2 t 2 ) e x p ( - ^ A V )

(1)

under zero external field with isotropic local field distribution (i.e., A 2 /7^ = (B%) +
(B%) = 2(Bl), 7^ = 2?r x 13.55 kHz/G), which was derived originally by Kubo and Toyabe [26] and rediscovered for application to ^xSR [27]. The motional effect is incorporated
by an integral equation

Gz(t) = gz{tyvt

+ u f' gz(r)e-VTGz(t - r)dr,

(2)

Jo

which describes a Markovian process (strong collision model) with a correlation time
r c = \jv [27, 28]. The important feature of this longitudinal spin relaxation function
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Gz(t) (the dynamical Kubo-Toyabe function) is that the asymptotic component (= | in
Eq.(l)) is suppressed by slow modulation and thereby it is much more sensitive to the
slow dynamics (u < A) compared with the conventional T2 relaxation function observed
under a transverse external field (TF-/zSR) [29],
Gx(t) = e x p [ - ~ ( e - ^ - 1 + id)],

(3)

where the line shape shows little change for v < a {c2/^ = {B2)). The function
Gx(t) converges to exp[—2(a2/v)t] for large v and thereby the muon diffusion induces
the reduction of the effective linewidth which is known as the "motional narrowing" in
NMR. In the case of zero field the initial part of Eq.(l) follows a Gaussian-like decay
which is approximated by exp(-A 2 t 2 ), showing a ^-dependence similar to Eq.(3) upon
muon diffusion [27]. The linewidth is estimated to be 7/iy/(|B|2) ~ lO'V 13 " 1 f° r the host
with relatively large nuclear moments and thus it happens to fall within the suitable time
range for /xSR. It may be interesting to note that the dynamical Kubo-Toyabe function
has been recently observed for muonium weakly coupled to dilute 83Kr in solid krypton
to reveal relatively slow Mu diffusion [30].
The spin dynamics of paramagnetic muonium is more complicated due to the fact that
the hyperfine interaction between muon and nuclear moments is mediated by the orbital
electron bound to the muon. Namely, the fluctuation of nuclear hyperfine (nhf) field
acting on the orbital electron depolarizes the electronic spin, which then depolarizes the
muon spin through the muon-electron hyperfine (hf) interaction. The spin Hamiltonian
for muonium surrounded by nuclear spins Sj is of the following form[31]:
•i / / t

rlI fl

o

=

o

i -. a

T>

i

-

o

T">

Uo^jx • o e + T e ^ e * -^0 • TV* ^ ' &Q

+ £[7«Si. B 0 + {(a - 6)S, • Se + 3bSf • S*}}

(4)

where LOQ is the muon hf parameter (=2irx4463.302 MHz for muonium in vacuum), S^,
Se, and Sj are the spin of muon, electron, and surrounding nuclei with 7^, 7e, and 7$
being the respective gyromagnetic ratio, B o is the external field, a and b are the isotropic
and anisotropic (dipolar) part of the nhf interaction. If the muonium is stationary and a
large field Bo ( » a, &/7e) is applied along the direction of initial muon polarization, the
above Hamiltonian gives only a static (non-relaxing) component of the muon polarization
[32]. The fluctuation of the nhf fields (e.g., due to the motion of muonium) induces the
longitudinal relaxation of this static component. The process can be modelled by an
effective field <$exSe • T(t) in place of the entire terms in the last bracket of Eq.(4) [33],
where 8ex (ex y/a2 + 2b2) is the strength of the effective Zeeman interaction and T(t) is
the direction of the effective field which is fluctuating with a correlation time rc (e.g.,
corresponding to the mean time between hops). When v = T~1 is small compared with
the intra-triplet Mu transition frequency, we have
Gz(t)
K

'

~

2

[2 + 2z J

exp(—t/Ti),
Hk

'

h

1 * (l-,/Vi+?) T ^ f ,

(5)
y

'

(6)

where x — (7e + I^BQ/UJQ and ui2 is the lowest intra-triplet frequency. Note that there
are three parameters (UJ0, 8ex and rc) to be determined by comparing data with an exponential function, which is not trivial in general situation. However, as evident from the
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above equation, the initial amplitude and the relaxation rate of Gz(t) strongly depends
on the applied magnetic field Bo [34] and thereby we can extract these parameters by
comparing Gz(t) with actual LF-^tSR spectra at various fields. Some typical examples of
the time spectra in KC1 are shown in Fig.2, where the spectra with three different fields
are well described by Gz(t) with common values for 5^ and r c at each temperature [10].
Thus, in either cases of muon or muonium the observed longitudinal spin relaxation
is mapped onto the correlation time through appropriate spin dynamics models.

3
3.1

Recent progress
Muonium diffusion in inhomogeneous crystal

The remarkable increase of hopping rate with decreasing temperature (i.e., v oc T~a)
observed in quantum diffusion largely stems from the regularity of the crystal lattice in
which the diffusing atom is embedded; the atom would experience the same potential
energy at every sites so that the diffusion process may be effectively described by the
single tunneling matrix element. The effect of perturbation caused by the presence of
interstitial atom itself (i.e., the polaron effect) is taken into account as the "renormalized"
tunneling matrix element J and the net transition probability (or hopping rate) is given
as
2AJ2

_

v

*
J = Joe-s(nkBT/wo)K+K\

^

2nkB{K + K')T

(7)

(h = l)

(8)

(9)

where A is a factor determined by the crystal structure, Jo is the bare tunneling matrix element, K and K' are the electron- and phonon-muon coupling constants, e~s (irksT'/'WQ)K'
and (nkBT/wo)K are the renormalization factor due to respective phonon and electron
polaron effect, w0 is the energy to the first excited state of the muon or muonium in
a potential well, and £l(T) is the damping factor corresponding to the final state level
broadening. More specifically, the parameter K' describes nearly energy conserving
two-phonon processes allowed for the quadratic particle-lattice coupling (oc x? with x*
being the lattice displacements), whereas the factor e~s is mainly the result of the linear
particle-lattice coupling (oc Xj). It should be noted that the power-law temperature
dependence of the hopping rate in non-metallic hosts is predicted to come from the
damping factor due to the two-phonon processes (i.e., K = 0, K' oc T8 for the jump
between equivalent sites, K' oc T 6 for other cases [13]) to yield v oc Q(T)~l oc T~a
with a = 7 ~ 9, while the electron-polaron effect predominates at lower temperatures
in metallic hosts (i.e., K' < K) to have v a T2K~l [4, 5].
The above formulae are no longer valid when there is a large static energy shift £
between the initial and final states due to some disorder. In this case we have [18]

Since Sl{T) shows a much steeper temperature dependence than the Gibbs factor
in non-metallic hosts, Eq.(10) implies that the hopping frequency as a function of
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decreasing T turns over at the temperature where H(T) ~ |£| and it decreases at lower
Tas
Thus, the temperature dependence of hopping rate is reversed between Eq.(7) (oc Trr~a
Q » |£|) and Eq.(ll) (oc Ta, ft <C |£|) in non-metallic hosts. Such behavior as Eq.(ll)
was first reported in S-N2 with an observed power a ~ 7 attributed to two-phonon
scattering [35]. When the energy shift is small enough to satisfy |£| < J, a transition
to coherent hopping regime takes place at low temperatures where fi(T) < J. As the
temperature is further lowered within the coherent hopping regime the hopping rate
levels off at the value ~ y/\J [36]. This has been observed in earlier examples, e.g., for
Mu diffusion in KC1 (see Fig.l) [12, 37]. If £ 3> J the coherent hopping regime cannot
develop and thereby the muon diffusion is described by Eq.(ll) down to the lowest
temperatures. Eq.(ll) also indicates that the hopping rate is drastically reduced with
decreasing temperature, leading to the complete localization at T —> 0 (the Anderson
localization).
However, while Eq.(10) is valid for individual jump process, a special precaution must
be taken for the interpretation of data by Eq.(10) in terms of bulk diffusion property. For
example, the energy shift may be caused by the long-range strain field potential induced
by various defects (impurities) and thereby the it must be position-dependent, i.e., £ =
£(r). Then the condition Q(T) ~ |£(r)| may give rise to a temperature dependent spatial
boundary in terms of the muonium mobility and thereby the interpretation based on
homogeneous host crystal would be meaningless. This is exactly what seems to be the
case for the muonium diffusion in Na-doped KC1 [23] and in s-N2 at lower temperatures
[24]. It turns out that the observed LF-/iSR spectra in these systems are not reproduced
by Gz(t) with single rc but rather well by assuming two components, i.e.,
A(t) = A0[fsGz(t;rs) + ftG,(t;rt)] = AsGsz(t) + AtG[(t)t

(12)

where rs and T( denote the correlation times corresponding to slow and fast diffusion, A{
(i =s, f) being their (partial) asymmetry proportional to the fractional yields / j . The
data are not consistent with diffusion-controlled trapping model and we are left with an
alternative interpretation that the crystal is actually split in two parts. Figure 3 shows
the analysis result with two components where a slowly hopping component As emerges
in Na doped KC1 in place of the fast component as temperature is decreased below 50 K
[23]. In particular, the hopping rate rf1 in 2.7 % Na sample clearly shows a power-low
rf1 oc Ta with a = 3.2 (Fig.3d). The hopping rate of the faster component Tfl does not
increase below 50 K, which again supports that the increase of / s is due to expansion
of the crystal volume Vs where muonium motion is being reduced, rather than trapping
of fast diffusing muonium by impurities. The fractional yield of the slowly diffusing
component below 50 K is qualitatively proportional to the sodium concentration (see
Figs.3a,c) and thus it can be regarded as the fractional volume itself. The observed T 3 2
dependence of the hopping rate below 50 K in 2.7% sodium sample (which is suggested
also in 0.27% sample below ~20 K), together with the previous result in pure KC1 (T oc
j*-3.3 j-gj^ s e e Fig.i^ is in line with the theoretical prediction expressed in Eqs.(7)-(11).
(The result that a ~ 3 < 9 in KC1 is attributed either to the actual phonon spectrum
[36] or to one-phonon process [38].) After detailed analysis we obtain |£| ~ 16 ± 1 K
for the KC1 sample with 2.7% sodium. It must be stressed, however, that the value of
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£ varies from site to site in most cases where the energy shift (or disorder) is due to
the strain fields from impurities spatially distributed at random, and thereby the above
value should be regarded as a mean value.
Now, the remaining issue is the origin of two components. To illustrate the situation
we resort to a specific model in which the energy shift is induced by a strain field potential
from sodium impurity [22]
(")\

(13)

where r is the distance from the impurity atom and a is the lattice constant. Then the
energy shift between neighboring sites is
<) 4 .

(14,

Given that the temperature dependence of the hopping rate is almost opposite between
the fast and slow diffusing components as described by Eq.(7) and Eq.(ll), a boundary
radius RT between these two extreme regions may exist and determined by a condition
|£(i?r)| — Q(T). This is further justified by the steep r dependence of £2 (oc r~8) in the
denominator of Eq.(lO). Thus, we have

and a fractional yield

for the slowly diffusing component, where c is the number density of the impurity atom.
As illustrated in Fig.4 RT increases with decreasing £l(T) until it reaches the maximum
value R\oc determined by |£(-Rioc)| — J- Muonium diffusion in the rest of the crystal
volume (where |£| < Q) is faster than in the above region and its fractional yield is given
as 1 — x. Thus, the temperature dependent yields in Figs.3a and 3c are qualitatively
explained by the above model with AS/(AS + Af) ~ x and A(/(AS + A{) ~ 1 — x.
Moreover, if RQ = ac~1/f3/2 (half the mean separation) is larger than R\oc there always
remains a fraction 1 — {R\0c/Ro)3 where |£| < J and thus muonium hopping rate is
virtually unaffected by impurities (although the diffusion constant might be affected by
the mean free path between elastic collisions). The mean value of £ experienced by
muonium in the region of slow diffusion is estimated to be £ ~ J7 0 (a/i?r) 4 oc Ta, which
is also temperature dependent. However, RT may be replaced by the mean halfway
distance between impurities Ro for the 2.7 % sodium sample and it leads to a constant
mean value £ ~ UQ(a/RoY ~ UQCA^ probably corresponding to the value obtained in
the experiment (~ 16 K).
A similar result has been obtained in S-N2 where two components with different
muonium hopping rate are observed below ~10 K [24]. In this case the origin of disorder
leading to the decrease of Mu hopping rate below 20 K is attributed to the orientational
defects [35], where the value |fo| ~ 1 K seems rather well-defined and site-independent
above 10 K. However, as suggested in Ref.[24], this view of single £ may be valid only
for higher temperatures and the emergence of two components may be explained by the
Eq.(14)-like defect potential with a mean value £0. Then, the fraction showing little
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temperature dependence of the hopping rate below 10 K may correspond to the one
diffusing in a "percolation" path of the small £.
Another interesting example might be found in the study of muon diffusion in dilute
Al(Li) alloy [17]. Although the interpretation of data based on such a simple model as
in Na doped KC1 might be inappropriate [22] (see below), the ZF-/iSR time spectra in
the samples with relatively low Li concentration ([Li]<20 ppm) show two components in
superconducting state (see Fig.5), i.e., one with fairly slow dynamics and another nonrelaxing component which may be qualitatively understood as a contribution of rapidly
diffusing muons in the region of small |£|.

3.2

Effect of superconductivity on muon diffusion

Since the seminal works by Kondo and Yamada, the most awaited experiment has been
the one to examine the effect of superconductivity in muon diffusion as a direct and
exclusive proof for the influence of conduction electrons. The muon hopping rate in
superconducting metal (without disorder) is predicted to follow Eq.(7) with

l+exp{As/kBT)

K' T,

(17)

where As is the superconducting energy gap [19]. Now, it is easy to predict from
the above equation that the hopping rate would show a steep increase with decreasing
temperature just below Tc as
v ^

XJ2(T)
\CJ exp(AsABT) oc exp(As/A;£r),

(18)

Z7T/v Kg 1

while it would show a weak temperature dependence v ex T2K~l in the normal state as
previously pointed out.
As mentioned earlier, the first attempts to observe the effect in Al dilute alloys were
met with difficulty in interpretation of data due to the complex effect of alloyed impurities
[17]. Introduction of such impurities has led to complicated behavior of hopping rate
largely different from Eq.(18) and it was attributed to the interplay between £, T, and
As [19, 20, 21]. A further Monte-Carlo simulation has revealed that the observed effect
of superconductivity seen only below T < 0.3Tc might be primarily due to the slowing
down of muon diffusion caused by large energy shift [22]. Thus, while the results in Al led
to the development of a theory for quantum diffusion in the presence of impurities, there
is still need to test the effect of superconductivity in a system where the intrinsic muon
diffusion can be studied. Very recently, we have been successful to confirm the "increase"
of muon hopping rate "just below Tc" in high-purity tantalum [25]. A high purity
polycrystalline Ta specimen with residual resistivity ratio of 6900 (where Nb< 10 ppm
was the main residual impurity) was prepared at the Max-Planck-Institute (Stuttgart)
for this experiment. The details of the sample preparation and /J,SR measurement will
be published elsewhere [25].
One of the important requirements for this experiment is to reduce the systematic
errors by switching the specimen between normal and superconducting states without
changing other conditions. This is readily realized in ^SR measurement by switching
between zero and transverse field condition with a field larger than the critical field. In
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the current experiment the ZF-/iSR spectra Gz(t) (where the specimen is superconducting below Tc = 4.48 K) were measured by field cooling the sample in a stray field of less
than ±.01mT, while Gx(t) under a transverse field BQ = 0.1 T which was larger than
the critical field Bc(0) (=83 mT) were taken for a reference in the normal state.
In order to compare the temperature dependence of the /xSR spectra in ZF and TF in
a manner which is model-independent, we use a common muon spin relaxation function
Gp(t) = exp[—(Apt)7] with which the fit was quite satisfactory for both ZF (p = z) and
TF (p = x) data. The obtained parameters (Ap and 7) are shown in Fig.6. Since the
parameter Ap may be interpreted as an effective linewidth, the reduction of Ap both
above 50 K and below 20 K strongly evidences the presence of muon diffusion in these
temperature regions. The associated reduction of 7 in Fig.6b is also in line with the
change of line shape from Gaussian to exponential decay function as seen in Eq.(3) with
increasing u. Moreover, a steep decrease of Az is observed just below Tc in accordance
with the onset of superconductivity, whereas no such tendency is found in A^ around
Tc. Thus, the reduction of Az below Tc is strong evidence that the muon diffusion rate
is enhanced in superconducting state.
The muon hopping rate can be deduced by analyzing ZF data with Eq.(2) and TF
data with Eq.(3), respectively. The static linewidth was deduced from the data around
20~50K to be A = 0.1433(5) fis'1 and u = 0.0978(5) JUS"1, and the most reliable value
of the hopping rate was deduced by fitting all the spectra with <J and A fixed to these
values. The final result for the data below 30 K is show in Fig.7. The hopping rate
deduced from TF data shows excellent agreement with that from ZF data above Tc,
proving the current model of motional effect. Moreover, the enhancement of hopping
rate is clearly seen below Tc in agreement with the theoretical prediction.
The readers may notice, however, in the data shown in Fig.7 that there are some
features such as the peak in the hopping rate around 10 K and 19 K, and leveling off
(or turnover) of v in superconducting state (ZF) below ~3 K which are not explained
by Eq.(18). Taking into account that the temperature dependence of v in this temperature region is considerably different from previous result in less pure Ta (99.997
%, untreated) [39], we interpret these features in terms of residual impurities. In bcc
metals muons are anisotropic defects both at tetrahedral and octahedral interstitial sites
which change their orientation upon each jump. Assuming that the energy asymmetry
£ induced by impurities takes different values among different muon-defect orientations,
we approximate the muon hopping rate as a sum of transition probabilities:
(19)
where Jj is the effective tunneling matrix and Qi(T) is the damping factor for the jump
to the site i with an energy asymmetry &. The steep temperature dependence of v near
the peaks around 10 K and 19 K indicates the remaining contribution of two-phonon
scattering to the level broadening (i.e., K' ^ 0), which can be taken into account by
assuming

I

IK
1
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where Q is the coupling constant, Bo is the Debye temperature, and rrij is the power
which may depend on i. The broad peak of v in superconducting state is attributed
to the inhomogeneity of £ which must be important for small £ [40]. As pointed out in
Ref.[22], the average hopping rate introduced in Ref.[40] (corresponding to Eq.(22) loses
sense in some cases, e.g., in Al where muon diffusion is very fast and the muon would
experience a series of correlated values for £(r). However, in the present situation of slow
hopping in Ta the observed hopping rate can be regarded as a random sampling of the
profile £(r) in the specimen and thereby the average hopping rate with a distribution
function p(£),

Vi(T) = fp(ZiMT)dtit

(22)

may provide a good estimation. The solid curves in Fig.7 is an example calculated by
assuming three components (n = 3) with appropriate parameter values and a simple
triangular distribution p(£3) = (£0 — l&D/fo (~£o < £3 < £0) for the component 1/3
which dominates below ~5 K. Note that the sum of two components predominant above
5 K (i/\ + 1/2, represented by dashed curves in Fig.7) have little contribution at lower
temperatures. Thus, the observed effect of superconductivity is mainly on the third
component where the electron-polaron effect is predominant. The muon tunneling matrices are deduced to be 10~2 K in order of magnitude, consistent with the use of Eq.(17)
which is valid for J -C A5.
Finally, we note that the temperature dependence of V3 strongly depends on the
shape of p(£). In a more realistic case where £"(£3) has a minimum at £3 = 0, 1/3 shows
a broad peak below Tc and then decreases with decreasing temperature.

4

Conclusion

We have seen that the study of muonium diffusion in inhomogeneous crystal has revealed
much interesting aspect that the crystal is split into domains with different diffusion
properties. The domain boundary is determined by a condition Cl(T) ~ |£(r)| which is
thus dependent on temperature. Meanwhile, the result in high-purity Ta indicates that
the muon hopping rate is enhanced below the superconducting transition temperature
and thereby provides a concrete proof for the presence of electron-polaron effect in
metals.
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Figure 1 Hopping rate of /x+ in copper (squares: Ref.[6], triangles: Ref.[7]) and
that of muonium in potassium chrolide (circles: Ref.flO], diamonds: Ref.[37]).
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0
Figure 2 Longitudinal muon spin relaxation in pure KCl in a field of 0.02 T (triangles), 0.05 T (squares), and 0.15 T (circles). Note that both relaxation
rate and initial asymmetry change with field. Parameters are determined as
9
1
8 1
8
1
T - 1 = 1.9 x 10 s- (245 K), 1.0 x 10 s' (95 K), 7.8 x 10 s" (35 K), and
1.5 x 1010 s" 1 (10 K) with 5^ = 6.0 x 107 s"1 as a common constant.
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Figure 4 The region within RT (where |£(r)| > Cl(T)) develops with decreasing
temperature (a) until when J > f2(T) is satisfied and thereby RT is limited
by i?ioc-
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Figure 5 Decomposition of zero-field time spectra in superconducting Al(Li) alloys
into a relaxing and non-relaxing components for Li concentration of (a) 75
ppm, (b) 20 ppm, and (c) 10 ppm. (d) A similar spectrum for high-purity
aluminum (>6N) at 0.07 K. The fractional yields for non-relaxing component
are < 5, ~ 50, ~ 75, and ~ 100 %, respectively. (After Ref.[17])
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4. Proton tunneling in solids
J. Kondo
2-2-29 Kamitakaido, Suginamiku, Tokyo 168-0074
The tunneling rate of the proton and its isotopes between
interstitial sites in solids is studied theoretically. The
phonons and/or the electrons in the solid have two effects
on the tunneling phenomenon. First, they suppress the
transfer integral between two neighbouring states. Second,
they give rise to a finite lifetime of the proton state. Usually
the second effect is large and the tunneling probability per
unit time (tunneling rate) can be defined. In some cases,
however, a coherent tunneling is expected and actually
observed.
§ 1. Introduction
The proton and its isotopes (deuteron, tritium and positive muon)
introduced into solids usually sit in an intersititial site and jump now and
then to a neighbouring site. The jump frequency

decreases as the

temperature is decreased and tends to zero in some cases but tend to increase
again in other cases. In this latter case the jump is considered to occur via a
tunneling from one site to another. We will discuss the mechanism of such
tunneling of the proton and its isotopes in solids.
The potential for the proton (and its isotopes) in a solid will be periodic
and look like fig. 1 typically. First we consider two neighbouring potential
wells, denoted by A and B. The proton may have several localized wave
functions in both wells. The typical level separation in a single well is of the
order of 1000K and will be denoted by hwo. The level separation for atoms
heavier than the proton will be much smaller and they may behave
classically in the well. At low temperatures the proton will be in the lowest
state in site A, for example, and may tunnel to that of site B, because both
wave functions may overlap in the intermediate region between the two
wells. We will define the transfer integral by
3

where XA(R)

ls t n e

,

(i)

ground state wave function in site A and XB(^)

lnal

m

site B. U(R) is the potential in fig. 1. Then we have two eigenstates whose
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energies are separated by 2 A (fig. 1). When the proton is initially at site A,
the probability P(t) for finding it at site A at time t is a periodic function of t
with the period JIJI/A (fig. 2). Thus the tunneling treated here is somewhat
different from that treated in the case of chemical reactions. The latter may
symbolically be pictured by fig. 3, where an incoming wave passes through a
potential barrier via tunneling into a free space where there are quasicontinuous energy levels. Because of this latter fact one can define the
probability of the reaction per unit time, namely, the reaction rate. Such a
rate cannot be defined in the case of fig. 2. In fact the level scheme shown in
fig. 1 was actually observed for the proton in Nb with small oxygen atoms as
an impurity. But in most cases the interactions of the proton with phonons
and/or electrons play an essential role and the tunneling rate from site A to
site B can be defined. We will discuss how such interactions affect tunneling
of the proton and result in a rate process.
Initially the phonons and/or the electrons will be in a stationary state
when the proton is at site A. When it tunnels to site B, that state is no longer
the eigenstate and decays into another state by emitting a phonon or
scattering a phonon or an electron. Let F be the decay rate. We consider two
cases. When A>>#F, P(t) will look like fig. 4. On the other hand, when
A «hF, we expect P(t) behaves as in fig. 5. Here the initial decrease of P(t)
is linear in t and the coefficient of t is the tunneling rate, which will be
denoted by W. One can express W in terms of A and F. Because the lifetime
of the state is F~ , the coherent motion shown as in fig. 2 terminates after
the time F~ . Then again the coherent motion terminates after the next F" 1 .
Repeating this procedure results in a linear decrease of P(t) with W
expressed by (fig. 6)
W = (A/h)2 IT.

(2)

We note that W « A / h, since KT » A .
§ 2. Phonons [1]
When the proton is in an interstitial site, the atoms surrounding the
proton will be pushed outwards (fig. 7). Such an effect will be described by
an interaction
ff = V(R, u) ,

(3)
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where R denotes the position vector of the proton and u = (H,,M2,---)
represents the displacement vectors of all the atoms in the crystal. The
proton in the potential U(R) is described by the Hamiltonian

2M

AU(R)

(4)

whereas the Hamiltonian for the unperturbed phonon system will be denoted
by
Hp = Hp(p,u),
where p = (/?,, p2,'")

(5)

represents the momentum vectors of all the atoms.

First, we note that the typical energy for the phonon, the Debye energy
fi(i)D, is in general much smaller than the typical energy of the proton 7i(oo.
So the lattice displacement cannot follow the instantaneous position of the
proton but is governed by an averaged effect of the proton. Thus, when the
proton is in site A (whose position vector will be denoted by RA), the lattice
wave function is assumed to satisfy the Schrodinger equation
HAWnA(u) = EnAVnA(u)

(«-(U2.---)

(6)

with

HA=Hp + V(RA,u),

(7)

and similarly for site B. The ground state wave function of the total system
will be written as / ^ ( ^ W ^ C M ) , when the proton is at site A. Then the
effective transfer integral will be defined by

= ApVoB(u)*W°A(u)d3u = A ( ^ | ^ ° 4 ) .
We assume that A«hT

(8)

is satisfied in this case and will calculate the

tunneling rate W from site A to site B by using the golden rule of quantum
mechanics. At / = 0 the wave function will be XAW^^AW
and may make a
H
transition to any of the wave functions XB(^)*PB( ) (« = 0, L, 2,•••). Thus the
golden rule tells us
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(9)

We rewite this as follows:

(10)

0(0 =

(11)

When initially the lattice system is in thermal equilibrium at temperature T,
the average (^^l I^A) should be replaced by yV"A\ | ^ ) and summed over n
with the weight exp(-j8e^)

(P=l/kT).

To find 0(0 we will take a specific form of V(RA,u) and V(RB,u). In the
two dimensional model pictured in fig. 7 the interaction of the proton in site
A and the surrounding atoms will be expressed by
VV(RA,

u3x

2y

-- uu4y),
4y

(12)

where ulx, for example, denotes the *-coordinate of atom 1. One finds a
similar expression for Vx{RB,u). These interactions are linear in the phonon
coordinates. In a more realistic model one may also expect that the
interaction is linear in the phonon coordinates. Since the unperturbed
phonon Hamiltonian is quadratic and the same for the proton at A and B, one
can write

[bq

(13)
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where + and - correspond to A and B, respectively. Aq comes from Vx and is
proportional to a . We consider only the longitudinal acoustic mode and
have shifted the phonon coordinates {bq -> bq + a) so that the interaction
term has the opposite sign for A and B. As one sees in fig. 8, HA and HB
represent harmonic oscillators whose stable configurations are shifted to the
opposite direction.
In general one can show that, using the expansion like

<T>(/) is expressed correct up to the second order of Vj as
dtl +•••,

Here V=HB-HA

with V(t) = e "

Ve

p

(14)

and Hp = ^hwqbjbq,

and P in

front of the integral indicates omitting the terms proportional to ixt
f-*eo.

ip° may be replaced by the groud state f °

for

of the unperturbed

phonon system Hp, because such a replacement results in only an error of
the third order of Vx. The higher-order terms of (14) can be summed in our
case (V linear in b and b ) to obtain <t>(/) as

}

(15)

When (13) is used for HA and HB, we find

- coscoqt)(l+2nq) + /sin«y]},

(16)

where nq is the Planck distribution function of the phonon with energy
tuoq. We have considered the case where the initial phonon system is in
thermal equilibrium at temperature T . Denoting the maximum phonon
frequency by wD, we have, for |
ex p[- G V - /£FC t/ti],

(17)

where
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(18)

On the other limit |/|-> ™ we have
(20)
with

2 U J

2

( l + 2iiJl

(21)

which becomes
)2

(22

>

at T=0 . It is found that the overlap integral between ^P" and ^ g is expressed
as
(23)

There are many parameters in our model, w and A for all q.

If we

define a spectrum density by

we find
<J>(0 = exp|-j^ D ar 2 7(co)[(l -cosa>0(l +2n(<o) +isino>/]|.

(25)

Since A, ^Iql for small |r/| in three dimensional lattices, we find /(<») is
proportional to w for small co . So we assume a simple form of /(to):

J((o) = {

(26)
0

co u < to .
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Now we have only two parameters, A and wD. With this form of J(w), we find

S-%Xa>l
ST--S

(27)

4 kT
3 ncoD

kT»hwD

(28)

(29)

-¥C
TlkmD

T =0

G2 =|

(30)
1

kT>.

In practical cases S may be around 3 to 5. This is the dimensionless
coupling constant of our model. For kT» ttwD, Sj is much larger than
unity, as one sees from (28), and so <I>(^) much smaller than unity. One
expect <t>(t) vs / as shown in fig. 9. Since <J>(oo) is non-zero, the integral in
(10) is divergent. This means that the linear interaction with the lattice, (12),
cannot give us a rate process. The proton goes back and forth between A and
B with a reduced transfer integral Ae T . It is easy to see why the linear
interaction does not give us a dissipative process. The interaction either
creates or annihilates a phonon as the proton tunnels. Since the exact
conservation of energy must be established after a long time, real emission
or absorption of a phonon cannot occur. Actually some mechanism of
dissipation must exist and including such a mechanism in our formulation
will make O(/) tend to zero as / -» » . Suppose the effect of such mechanism is
weak but such as to ensure convergence of the integral. Then one may
terminate integration at some large / to get the tunneling rate from (10).
This is achieved by using (17) in the integrand in (10) for the entire range
of/:

h \kTE
kTEK

i

This is of activation type with the activation energy £pC 14. As one sees from
fig. 8, EyC / 4 is the energy necessary to excite the lattice to a configuration

- 4 1 -
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in which site A and site B become equivalent and so tunneling from A to B
possible. This tunneling is called underbarrier tunneling.
Now in the case kT « ftioD, O(0 vs / will look like fig. 10 and we need to
—1 S

introduce a dissipative interaction explicitly, since e
may not be very
small. Supposing that V in (15) includes such an interaction, we examine the
behavior of <£(/) for large /. Since (V(/1)y(f2)) depends only on tl- t2, we can
write
( ' " T)(V(T)V)dT.
If

(V(T)V)

tends to zero fast enough, the

T

term can be neglected for large |/|

and we can write

(V(h)V(t2))dhdt2 = tC {V(r)V)dr = kEj(o|V|»>f fo
= **\t\2H\(c\V\n)f diS, -En) = n2T\t\ ,

e^'^'hdr
(32)

where

o

- £„).

(33)

r defined by the above expression may be considered to represent the rate of
transition of the state *¥A to any other states caused by V = HB -HA. If T~ is
larger than VO'Q , 0(/) will involve a factor e~ r ''' and the main contribution
to the integral in (10) will come from I » O)~Q , giving us a result

where A'= Ae~

is an effective transfer integral. The effect of the

interaction (12) is to dress the proton with a lattice distortion and reduce the
transfer integral but its contribution to T is zero.
One of the candidates of dissipative interaction is a quadratic phonon
interaction. The presence of the proton in an interstitial site may change the
force constant between atoms near the proton. Thus in the case of fig. 7 we
expect an interaction V2(RA,u) = f$Uulx -u3x) +(u2y -u4y) I. This term causes
scattering of phonons and gives rise to a finite T. It has been shown that F
arising from this interaction is proportional to T [2]. Consequently W
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increases in proportion to T~ as T is decreased. To obtain behavior in the
entire temperature range one must resort to numerical integration of (10).
Strictly speaking, the exponentiation as was done in going from (14) to (15)
is not exact, when V includes quadratic phonon interactions, but may be
expected to be a good approximation. Fig. 11 is an example of the results of
such a calculation [3]. An activation-type behavior (underbarrier tunneling) at high temperature turns to an increase obeying a power law at low
temperature.
§ 3. Electronsfl]
In metals the proton interacts with the conduction electrons. We first ask
which is faster, the proton or the electrons? The characteristic energy of the
metal electrons is the fermi energy eF, which is much larger than the
proton energy Timo. So we first assume that the Born-Oppenheimer scheme is
valid. When the proton is fixed at R, the Hamiltonian of the electron system
will be He + H', where
(35)
(36)

He is the kinetic energy of the electrons and Vo is the interaction between
the proton and the electron. We neglect the potential arising from the
lattice. The unperturbed electron wave function is the fermi-sphere state
where all the states within the fermi sphere are occupied and other states
are empty. This will be denoted by O F 5 . The first excited states are obtained
by raising an electron (with the wave vector k) in the fermi sphere to a
state (with the wave vector k') outside of it. This will be denoted as O ^ ^ . .
The Schrodinger equation for the electron system reads
(He+Hl)d>R(r)-eR<PR(r),

(37)

where r = (r,, r2,---) represents the position vectors of all the electrons and
eR is the adiabatic potential for the proton. The wave function involves R as
a parameter. Treating FT as a perturbation, we obtain the ground state as
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(38)

where VQk_k is the Fourier integral of Vo (/*,•)
yok-k'-^~l^oirl)ei(k-k'yr'd\i.

(39)

ek' - ek is the excitation energy for

< >

S k-,p and k < k[ > means that the

summation is carried out within the fermi sphere for k and outside of it for
k'. Hereafter we write simply Vo for Vok_k-. N is the normalization factor

*<*•>

{ek-Ek.)

Since e# is independent of R in our jellium model, we write it as E0 .
Base on the Born-Oppenheimer scheme, the wave function will be taken
as ^ ( ^ O ^ r ) , when the proton is at site A and similarly for site B. Then the
effective transfer integral reads
<PR(r) * U(R)xA{R)<&R{r)d3Rd3r

= A,

where the last step is due to the fact that the integration over the electron
coordinates r = {rx, r2,-") gives us unity. As the electrons follow adiabatically
the instantaneous position of the proton, they have no effect on the proton
motion. However, this adiabatic scheme involves an essential difficulty, as we
shall see now.
Let %(/?) be the proton wave function satisfying Hox(R) = Eox{R) • Then
the total wave function in the adiabatic scheme will be ^(/?)<I>^(r). The
average of the total energy Ho + He + H' with this function reads

(41)

The last term is in general small compared with the other terms but is
calculated in our case as
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(42)

and is logarithmically divergent (see later). The excitation energy eA. - ek
can be as small as zero for metal electrons and those excitation modes with
small energy cannot follow the proton motion instantaneously. Thus the
adiabatic approximation breaks down in this case [4].
To take account of the non-adiabatic effect, we will proceed in the same
way as for phonons. When the proton is in site A, the electron wave function
will be taken as O^, which is the function <J>^, (38), with R = RA and
similarly for site B. Then our interest is in the overlap integral between <I>A
and <PB. We find

2

k< k'>

-^—-+-

k< k'>

with a= RA- RB. Since it is those k and it' near the fermi surface that make
an important contribution to the sum, we first take the average over the
directions of k and k' assuming that they are at the fermi surface
(43)

where kF is the magnitude of the wave vector at the fermi surface and an
extra factor 2 was put into in order to take account of the fact that each state
is occupied by the electrons of both spins. Now we replace the summation by
an integral using the density of the electron states, which we assume is a
constant p. The range of the energy is taken from - eF to eF with the fermi
level set to zero. Then we have
1
k< *'> ^£^. - Ek'j

_ £f.

o

Vt - t ;

= p 2 [log(e F /<5)-log2].
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Here we have set the lower limit of the integration to d.

Since 5 is zero, the

above expression is logarithmically divergent. Neglecting Iog2 and defining
a parameter K by

(44)

we have

(45)
£

F

where the last step is the result of calculation of higher-order terms. Since 5
is actually zero, the overlap integral, (45), vanishes. This is a version of
Anderson's orthogonality theorem [5] and expresses the non-adiabatic effect
of our problem.
However, this is too strong a non-adiabatic effect. We must think about
the speed of the proton motion more carefully. When the proton tunnels
back and forth between two wells, there are two characteristic times. The
first is the time necessary for a single tunneling and the second that
between two adjacent tunnelings. The former is in general of the order of
OJQ1 a n d the latter of the order of Ti I Ae» , where Ae«

is the actual transfer

integral which we will now find (fig. 12). Then the excitation modes whose
energy is higher than hcoQ can follow the proton-tunneling adiabatically.
On the other hand the excitation modes whose energy is less than Aejj
behave so slow that the proton tunnels back to the initial site before the
modes follow up to the proton moved to the neighbouring site. Both modes
do not contribute to the non-adiabatic effect. Thus the higher integration
limit should be fta>o [6,7] and the lower one Ae«. Then we should set
K

The effective transfer integral is obtained by multiplying A' by this factor
K
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where A' is the transfer integral which includes the effect of the phonons.
Solving this equation for Aejj, we finally find
K

s A.

(47)

Since A'«7»% in general, Aejj is much reduced from the 'bare' transfer
integral A'. A defined here is the characteristic energy scale of our
problem.
Here we will mention the coupling constants [8]. When the proton
tunnels from site A to site B, the electron feels a new potential
V0(ri-RB)-V0(ri-RA),

(48)

whose matrix element between the electron states k and k' is VQ(\-e

~')a\

except a phase factor. K is obtained by taking its absolute square, averaging
the result over the fermi sphere, multiplying by p

to make the result

dimensionless and multiplying by 2 to take account of the spins. So K
represents the strength of the influence of the potential change on the
electrons. It was shown that the magnithde of K is less than 0.5 [9].
Up to now we have considered T = 0. At finite temperatures we need a
modification of (47). At finite T the electrons whose energy is in the range
kT around the fermi level can gain as well as lose an energy less than or
nearly equal to kT. Consequently, when kT > A', the lower integration limit,
which is essentially the lowest excitation energy, should be kT. When
kT>Titoo, there is no excitation modes which can contribute to the nonadiabatic effect. Putting these results together, we obtain
A>kT

A'i

rr

K

'

IkT\ *
^\ A/

A'

—
Tu»o>kT>A

(49)

kT>"hwo.

We now concentrate on F , (33). V in that expression should now be (48),
which causes scattering of the electron from k to k\ say. The energy
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conservation is then written as d(£k-ek').

The summation over the final

states is carried out as
2 u - AO - A-)<5(£* - eh.) =p 2 jj/(e)[l -f(e')]6(e

- e')dede'~ p2kT,

where /(e) is the fermi distribution function of the electron with energy e
and fk =f(ek).

We have taken account of the Pauli principle for the

scattering electron.

The absolute square of the matrix element of V

naturally gives us K. Adding an extra factor 2 coming from spin, we finally
find that (33) leads to

T = —KkT.

(50)

fi

From (49) and (50) we note that Ae«- <hT for kT > A , if K is not very
small. So in this temperature range we obtain the tunneling rate W by
using (50) and (49), into (34), in which A' should read Aejj- We see that for
"2.JC — \

—

h(oo > kT > A the tunneling rate is proportional to 7"

. I n real systems

one must take account of V{ and V2, linear and quadratic phonon interactions, as well. In that case V in (15) includes (48) as well as V^Rg) - V^R^
and V2(RB) - V2(RA). The exponent of (15) is calculated analytically as in
(25), but the integration of <£(/) in (10) is carried out numerically. An
example of such a calculation is shown in fig. 13 [3], in which one notices
three types of tunneling: the high-temperature under-barrier tunneling,
the tunneling damped by the T scattering and that obeying the power law
7~

. The experimental points of the figure obtained in reference [10] fit

fairly well to the theory with ^f=0.2.

A similar temperature-dependence

was also found for the proton, the deuteron and the tritium in Ta [11].
§ 4. Summary and discussion
The effects of the phonons and/or the electrons are two-fold: reduction of
the transfer integral and damping of the whole system including the
proton. In most cases the latter effect is large and Ae,j < TiT is realized.

In

this case the tunnleing is a rate process with the rate expressed by (2).
When the effect of the metal electrons is dominant, we have A^y =c TK and
—

2 K— 1

r * T at kT > A, and so the tunneling rate W &-T
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this power law has been observed for the proton, the deuteron, the tritium
and the positive muon, but not for heavier atoms and the positron, the
lightest isotope of the proton. For the power law to be observable, we must
have hcoo>kT>A.

For heavier atoms timo will be much

less

than

experimentally accessible temperatures. On the other hand, for the positron
A will be of the order of electron volts.
We have considered only two neighbouring sites. Actually interstitial sites
are arranged periodically and the proton may tunnel successively to the next
site. In the overdamped case ( &ett «fiY

), successive tunnelings are

unrelated and one may treat the problem with only two neighbouring sites.
In the underdamped case ( A ^ »fiT

), on the other hand, the proton can

be considered to be in a 'Bloch' state with the band width determined by A ^
and the scattering rate by

T. Theoretical and experimental studies of such

a case is still scanty.
There is a case where an intrinsic two-well potential is realized. Niobium
metal with a small amount of oxygen atoms as a substitutional impurity
absorbs hydrogen even at helium temperatures. The proton thus introduced
sits in a tetrahedral site near the oxygen atom and jumps back and forth
between that site and an equivalent neighbouring site (A and B in fig. 14). In
this system a cross-over from the overdamped to the underdamped case was
observed. A theoretical study of such a cross-over was done by Grabert et al.
[12]. Fig. 15 represents their results. At kT»

A, Ae^ and ftFare expressed by

(49) and (50) as was already stated. As the temperature decreases, Aeff
decreases more slowly than fiT (K<0.5) and finally exceeds it. At T = 0 both
quantities tend to a constant value (fig. 15). For the system mentioned K was
found to be 0.055 (see below). So, the level broadening is only 20% of the
level separation 2A and an underdamped case is realized. The level
separation 2 A was measured by a neutron inelastic scattering experiment
113], where the incoming neutron loses its energy by exciting the proton
from the lower to the higher levels. At T=0.2K the counts of the neutron
showed a peak for the energy loss of 0.2meV, which implies A= 0.1meV=lK.
(See the lower graph of fig. 16(a). The central peak is due to an elastic
scattering and is a background.) From the width (fiT) of the peak the value
of K was determined to be 0.055. At T=4.3K ( » A) we have only a broad
signal (lower graph of fig. 16(b)), indicating the case of overdamping. The
upper graphs of fig. 16 show the results when the niobium sample is
superconducting. The decay rate in this case is much smaller than (50),
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because the number of the normal electrons, which contribute to (50), is
much smaller for superconductors. Consequently, we see two clear peaks
even at 4.3K, one for transitions from the lower to the upper levels and the
other from the upper to the lower levels.
As the temperature goes up further, we have a quasi-elastic peak with the
width being sharper as the temperature increases [14] (fig. 17). In this
temperature region, the proton motion becomes slower with increasing
IK— 1

temperature (W <*• T
). If the proton were fixed to a site, no energy would
be transfered to or gained from the neutron and we would have a sharp
central peak. The actual width of the central peak is a measure of the
tunneling rate of the proton. The open circles of fig. 18 show the tunneling
2 K—1

rates thus obtained vs temperature, which fit to the T
law with
K= 0.055, the value already obtained in the underdamped region.
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Fig. 11
The hopping rate of Ihe muonium in KCI.
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5. CH 3 and CD 3 Radicals Isolated in Argon;
High Resolution" ESR Spectra and Analysis
by Three-Dimensional Quantum Rotor Model
- A case study of low temperature quantum effects on radicals Masaru Shiotani. Tomoya Yamada, Kenji Komaguchi,
Nikolas P. Benetis/Anders Lund,T and Anders R. S0rnest
Department of Applied Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering,
HiroshimaUniversity, Higashi-Hiroshima 739-8527, Japan

The present study deals with high resolution isotropic ESR spectra of the CH3 and
CD3 radicals isolated in solid argon matrix at low temperature from 4K to 40K. Argon
gases mixed with methane (Ar/methane^500 mole ratio) were condensed at the end of
Suprasile ESR tube at 4.2K. Methyl radicals were generated by X-ray irradiation at 4K
and subjected to an ESR study. The 6.0 K ESR spectrum of the CH4/Ar system is shown
in Fig. 1. For CH3 radical the 'H hyperfine (hf) quartet was observed with an equal
intensity (A-lines). The £-lines were absent at 4K, but became visible at mf = ±1/2
positions above 12K and increased with temperature. The CD3gave a peculiar spectrum at
4K with an abnormally strong central singlet superimposed on a much weaker seven line
spectrum of a freely rotating CD3. The temperature dependent spectra showed clear
quantum effects due to three-dimensional spin-rotation couplings. The spectra were
analyzed with the following assumptions: a) a planar Z)3 geometry, b) a free and threedimensional quantum rotation and c) a thermally isolated radical. Application of the Pauli
principle in combination to the D3 point group resulted in interesting selections for ESRtransitions for both the CH3 and CD3 spectra. That is, the 'H hf quartet of CH3 radical (Alines) was attributed to the rotational ground state, J=0, with totally symmetric/I, nuclear
states. The central strong singlet of CD3 was attributed to one spin-rotation state with A2
antisymmetric nuclear states at the lowest rotational level of 7=0.

r

Department of Physics and Measurements Technology, Linkoping University, S-581 83 Linkoping,

University, Sweden
*Department of Physics, University of Oslo, P.O. Box 1048 Blindern, N-0316 Oslo, Norway
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Fig. 1: Temperature dependent EPR spectra of CH3 isolated in Ar matrix observed in the
temperature rage from 6K to 40K.
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CH3 Radical: A highly resolved quartet ESR spectrum with an equal-intensity was observed
below 6K and attributed to CH3 with isotropic 'H hf splitting of 23.15G (after the secondorder correction): ,4,-lines in D3 symmetry. Upon increasing temperature above 12K, a new
doublet, £-lines, with the same splitting appeared at mF = ±1/2 positions. The line positions
were 2.4G higher than the inner mF = ±1/2 lines of ^,-lines: the difference in the resonance
lines originates from the second-order shift between the total nuclear spins of F=\/2 (£-lines)
and F=3/2 (A]-lines). The intensity of £-lines increased with increasing temperature and
became two times stronger than that of mF=±l/2 (/1-line) at 40K. Because of very high
spectral resolution with a line-width of 0.07G, the spectrum of CDH2 radical as well as 13CH3
was clearly observed with their natural abundance of 0.015 % (D) and 1.1% (13C) at 20K as
shown in Fig 2.

20.0K

CDH2 » i
3.59G
13A
CH

Fig. 2:

3

I

I

'

'

i

2 0 G

.,

"*" 38.6G

20K ESR spectrum of CH3 recorded with higher gain showing the satellite signals due to
13

CH3 and CDH2.
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Applying the Pauli principle the observed 1:1:1:1 quartet (A-lines) of CH3 (the fermion
with 1=1/2) was attributed to the four totally symmetric Ax nuclear states coupled with the
rotational ground state, 7 = 0, in D3 symmetry:
= | 000)|

, n(000) = -J=|

0)

w'/iw ) + \nn'n) +1 WOT')]

V3

for n = -n' = ± 1/2 (see Insert 1 for details and references [1-4]). On the other hand, the Elines were attributed to the nuclear spin states coupled related with the J=\ rotational state:

-7=

\n'm ) \nn'n)

\nnn )]

(2)

with n = -n' = ± 1/2 and with q = ±1. In the earlier study of beta-proton rotors with C3v
symmetry (RXCH 3 type of radical) [1-2] the isotropic hf splitting of a quadratic cosine form
couples the degenerate rotational states with projections Jz- ±1 and split them, giving the
characteristic triplet called £-lines. For the present D% rotor the F-lines, however, are almost
superimposed on the ^4,-lines (at /wF=±l/2).

Insert: A rigid three-dimensional symmetric top rotor with symmetry D3. The coordinate system and
the rotations C2 and C3 defined in a molecular frame of the CH3 rotor. The labels of the
protons are a, b and c.

CD3 Radical: The CD3 spectrum at 4K had a relative intensity ratio of 1.0 : 3.8 : 7.0 : 105 :
8.7 : 4.3 : 1.5, which is close to a binomial intensity of 1:3:6:7:6:3:1, except for the central
line. It was concluded that the CD3 spectrum was observed with superposition of a "classical"
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high-temperature spectrum due to a freely rotating CD3 with a very strong transition at the
central line. Obviously the CD3 (the bosons with 7=1) spectra behaved very much differently
from the CH3 spectra. The central line intensity rapidly decreased with increasing temperature
and the spectral intensity reached to the binomial one already at 10K.

A

v*=9.5076GHz

4.1K

A

v^9.5082GHz

25.0K

j

3385

3380

3390

3395

3400

3405

(G)

3.59G
Fig. 3:

EPR spectra of CD3 isolated in Ar matrix at 4.IK and 25.OK. The central line at 4.IK
(marked as a star * is capped in order to fit the scale of the figure. It is related 105:1 to the
outer left transition. The signal marked as a triangle A is attributable to one deuteron atom
transition (mf=0).
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The characteristic of the ESR lineshape at 4K is the abnormally strong central transition.
The Pauli principle allows the only one spin-rotation state at the lowest rotational level 7 = 0
with the antisymmetric nuclear spin function of A2 in D3 symmetry:

¥%„, (000) =
1

For the same reason as in the CH3 rotor the expected E lines did not move from their original
positions, but was superimposed on the A2 lines. Here the second order shits were not of
significance because of the 6.5 smaller A/" splitting of deuteron than proton. It should noted
that, on the contrary, the CD3 in a C3v symmetry are expected to show the ratio 1:2:2:3:2:2:1
for A lines (A2 for D3 symmetry) at / = 0 [4].
Further theoretical interpretation was performed on the ESR lineshape both for the CH3
and CD3 by the motional model incorporated with rotational degrees of freedom in a mixed
spin-rotation Hamiltonian. The lineshape calculations resulted in a rather good reproduction
of the experimental lineshapes. Interestingly the averaging of the hf anisotropy was
reproduced even at the lowest rotational level of J=Q for the CH3 spectra.
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6. Structure of Conduction Electrons on
Polysilanes
Tsuneki Ichikawa and Jun Kumagai
Division Of Molecular Chemistry, Graduate School Of Engineering, Hokkaido University, Sapporo
060-8628, Japan
Department of Applied Chemistry, Graduate School of Engineering, Nagoya University, Nagoya 4648603, Japan
The orbital structures of conduction electrons on permethylated oligosilane, S i ^ (CH3}2n+2 (n = 2 ~
8), and poly(cyclohexylraethylsilane) have been determined by the electron spin-echo envelope modulation signals of the radical anions of these silanes in a deuterated rigid matrix at 77 K. The conduction electron on permethylated oligosilane is delocalized over the entire main chain, whereas that on
poly(cyclohexylmethylsilane) is localized on a part of the main chain composed of about six Si atoms.
Quantum-chemical calculations suggest that Anderson localization due to fluctuation of a conjugation by conformational disorder of the main chain is responsible for the localization of both the conduction electron and the hole.
Introduction

Polysilanes are a-conjugated polymers composed of Si-Si skeletons and organic

side chains. Although polysilanes are insulators with band gaps of ca. 4 eV,U2 they can be converted to
one-dimensional conductors either by photoexcitation or by doping electron donors or acceptors. The
electric conductivity of polysilanes depends on the degree of delocalization of charge carriers, electrons in the conduction band, and/or holes in the valence band, over the polymer chain. High electric
conductivity cannot be expected if the charge carriers are localized on a small part of the polymer
chain. To elucidate the structure of the charge carriers is therefore important for the development of
polysilanes as one-dimensional conducting polymers. The structures of the charge carriers have been
studied by analyzing the electronic absorption spectra and the ESR spectraof the radical anion and
cation of polysilanes3"12 possessing an excess electron and a hole in the conduction and the valence
bands of the silicon main chain, respectively. Of thesespectroscopic methods, ESR is especially useful, since it givesthe direct information on the structure of ground-state charge carriers through hyperfine interactions between the electron spins of the charge carriers and the nuclear spins of the
pendantgroups. By analyzing hyperfine interactions, we have found that the hole in the radical cation
of permethylated oligosilanesis delocalized over the entire main chain, whereas that of polysilanes,
poly(cyclohexylmethylsilane) and poly(methylphenyl-silane) is localized on a part of the chain composed of six Si atoms.11 We have also found that the hole in the radical cations is delocalized onto the
pendant groups, whereas the conduction electron in the radical anions is confined within the silicon
main chain.12 This observation suggests that the pendant groups hinder the interchain hopping of
conduction electronsbut not holes. Although analysis of the ESR g anisotropy and the optical absorption spectra suggested that the conduction electron on polysilanes is also localized on a part of the.
mainchain,10 because of very weak hyperfine interactions, the detailed structure of the conduction
electron has not been determined yet. In the present paper the ESEEM (electron spin-echo envelope
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modulation) signals for the radical anions of permethylated oligosilane and
poly(cyclohexylmethylsilane) arising from hyperfine interactions between unpaired electrons and
deuterons of surrounding solvent have been analyzed for determining the detailed structure of the
conduction electrons on the silicon main chains.
Experimental Section Permethylated oligosilanes, Sin(CH3)2/j+2> where n is 6 and 8, were synthesized from Si n /2(CH3) n+ jCl by Wurtz-type reaction10 and purified by fractional distillation.
P o l y ( c y c l o h e x y l m e t h y l s i l a n e ) , ( - S i C H 3 C 6 H u - ) n , was s y n t h e s i z e d from
dichlorocyclohexylmethylsilane by Wurtz type reaction in the mixed solvent of toluene and /j-heptane
(0.85:0.15) with Na-K alloyand 15-crown-5 ether under the reflux condition.13 The crude polymer
was purified by repeated precipitation from the chloroform solution into methanol. The gel permeation chromatographic measurement showed that the average number of Si atoms composing the
polymer main chains was approximately 500. The number of -Si(Si-)2- branches per a main chain was
estimated from the wSi NMR spectrum to be less than 0.7. Perdeuterated methylcyclohexane (98% D)
containing 5 vol% of perdeuterated tetrahydrofuran as a hole scavenger was used as a solvent foi
electron spin-echo measurements. Nuclearmodulation effect giving the information on the spatia.
distribution of unpaired electrons on polysilanes was detected more easily for deuterated solvents
The solvent was vacuum-distilled with Na-K alloy as a drying agent and then deaerated by freezepump-thaw cycles. About 0.01 rnol/dm3 of Sin(CH2yZn+2 o r ("S1CH3 -gHu.-)/! (monomer unit) was
dissolved under vacuum in the solvent in a high-purity quartz tube. Th< solution in the vacuum-sealed
tube was frozen at 77 K and then irradiated in the dark with a 60Co y-ray source to a dose of lOOkGy.
The radiation-chemical process induced by y-irradiation is
MCHX
+
Y
-» MCHX+ +
e",
+
MCHX
+
THF - • MCHX* +
THFH+
e"
— ete+
Si n -* SiM"
where MCHX and MCHX# are methylcyclohexane and its radical generated by proton detachment,
THF and THFH+ are tetrahydrofuran and protonated one, e( is a trapped electron, and Sirt is a solute
molecule. Since the absorption of radiation energy is a statistical process, direct radiation damage is
negligible for solute molecules with low concentration. Electrons ejected mainly from MCHX by yrays were captured by solute molecules to generate solute radical anions. Coexisting trapped electrons in the irradiated samples were eliminated before the measurements by photoillumination of the
samples with near-IR light of the wavelength longer than 800 nm. The temperature of the samples
was kept at 77 K throughout the experiments. The electron spin-echo (ESE) signals were measured
with a homemade ESE spectrometer14 by using JI/2-JI two pulse sequences. The ESE-detected ESR
spectra were measured by recording the intensity of the ESE signals while sweeping the magnetic
field very slowly.
Data Analysis
The relative configuration of deuterons with respect to an unpaired electron, or vice versa, can be
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obtained by comparing the observed ESEEM with theoretical ones under assumed configurations.
The two-pulse ESEEM signal arising from magnetic interaction between an unpaired electron is given
by a third-order perturbation method15"17. Calculation of the ESEEM signal requires the knowledge
about the wave function of an unpaired electron in a paramagnetic molecule and the orientation of
deuterons with respect to the paramagnetic molecule. We used the following approximations for
oligosilane and polysilane radical anions;
1.
The molecular structures of the radical anions are the same as those of the precursor molecules, since the molecular structures cannot be changed much in the rigid cryogenic matrix.
2.
Polysilanes are composed of Si-Si skeletons surrounded by nondeuterated organic pendant groups, and the excess electrons are confined on the Si-Si chains. The structure of these silane
radical anions is therefore approximated by a rod with a linear silicon wire embedded at the center of
the rod composed of nondeuterated organic pendant groups. Using the Si-Si bond length of 0.235 nm
and the Si-Si-Si bond angle of 115.40,1819 the length of the wire per one Si-Si bond is estimated to be
0.199 nm.
3.
An unpaired electron is shared by N Si atoms composing a part of the central wire. We
have shown in a previous paper10 that the atomic orbitals for an unpaired electron on polysilane are 3p
orbitals of the Si atoms. The molecular orbital for the unpaired electron is therefore similar to that of
the lowest orbital of a Ji-conjugated polyene.
4.
Deuterons are homogeneously distributed around an anion and the direction of the quadrupole moments of the deuterons are random, since no specific solute-solvent interaction is expected
between the radical anions and the nonpolar solvent.
We first measured the specific gravity of each polysilane at 77 K (0.87 for all the polysilanes
examined) and determined the molecular volume. The cross section of a rod corresponding to one
polysilane molecule was then determined by dividing the molecular volume with the length of the rod
which in turn was determined from the number of Si atoms composing the central wire. The cross
section was assumed to be circular or elliptical for Sin(CR2)2n+2o r (-SiCH3C6Hn-)/i, respectively.
The solvent around the rod was then separated into solvation shells with the thickness close to 0.226
nm (the width of a cube of the solvent containing one deuteron).
Results
Figure 1 shows the two-pulse ESE-detected ESR spectrum of a y-irradiated sample containing
Sig(CH3)i8. The irradiated sample contains both the solvent radical and the solute radical anion as
paramagnetic species, and their ESR spectra overlap each other. Although the intensity of the conventional ESR spectrum of the Sig(CH3)jg radical anion is much stronger than that of the solvent radical,
because of its very fast phase relaxation, the ESE signal is much weaker than that of the solvent
radical. The ESE signal of the Si^CH^H radical anion was not observed because of its too fast
phase relaxation. The Sig(CH3)ig radical anion disappeared after illumination of the sample with
visible light, so that the ESE signal of the radical anion was obtained as a difference of the ESE
intensities before and after the photoillumination.
Figure 2 shows the ESE signal of the radical anion thus obtained. The periodic modulation on
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the envelope signal, ESEEM, arises from magnetic interactions between the unpaired electron of the
radical anion and the deuterons of perdeuterated solvent molecules. Nuclear modulation by protons of
the pendant group is too weak to be observed on the envelope.
Figure 3 compares the observed and calculated ratios between the maxima and the minima of
the two-pulse ESEEM signal as a function of the number of Si atoms composing Sin(CH2)2n+2- Th e
molecular shape of Si(CH3)2n+2 w a s assumed to be a cylinder. The diameter of the cylinder was
estimated from the molecular volume of Sig(CH3)jg (0.945 run3, estimated from the specific gravity
of 0.87) to be 0.8 nm by assuming that the molecular shape of Sig(CH3)ig was a cylinder terminated
with two hemispheres with the diameter same as that of the cylinder. For simplifying the calculation,
the length of a cylinder corresponding to the Sin(CR2i)2n+2

was men

readjusted in such a way that the

volume of the cylinder without the hemispheres was the same as the molecular volume of Si/J(CH3)2/j+2The diameter of the cylinder and the length of the central wire were unchanged. The best fit of the
observed signal gives the number of Si atoms to be eight, which accords with the number of Si atoms
composing the main chain. The ESEEM result supports our previous conclusion that the unpaired
electron in the radical anion of 8^(013)20+2 is delocalized over the entire Si skeleton.10 Analysis of
the ESEEM signal of the (-SiCH3C6Hn-) n radical anion is therefore expected to give a reliable result
on the distribution of the conduction electron.
Figure 4 shows the ESE-detected ESR spectrum of a y-irradiated sample containing (SiCHsCgHii-),,. Although the yield of the (SiCH2^6^11')n

radical anion is not higher than that of

the Sig(CH3)ig radical anion, because of its slow phase relaxation (see Figure 5), the ESE intensity is
much higher than that of the solvent radical. The phase relaxation rate of linear molecules in rigid
solids generally increases with decreasing molecular length, since the molecular motion causing the
fluctuation of magnetic interactions is much easier for shorter molecules.20
Figure 6 shows the ratio between the maxima and the minima of the two-pulse ESEEM signals
of the (-SiCI^CgHii-)^ radical anion. Since the radical anion has methyl and cyclohexyl side chains,
it is reasonable to assume that the radical anion has a rodlike structure with infinite length and with an
elliptical cross section; the short and the long axes of the ellipsis correspond to ihp methyl and the
cyclohexyl groups, respectively. Taking the short axis to be equal to the diameter for the Sig(CH3)ig
radical anion, 0.8 nm, the long axis is estimated from the area of the ellipsis, 1.32 nm2, to be 2 nm. The
best fit of the observed ESEEM is obtained by assuming that the unpaired electron is confined to a part
of the main chain composed of only six Si atoms. It is evident that the unpaired conduction electron in
the radical anion of ( - S i O ^ C g H u - ) , , (and probably (polyphenylmethylsilane)) is not delocalized
over the entire Si main chain.
Discussion
The ESEEM result shows that the conduction electron in (-SidfjCgHu-)/, is trapped on a part of the
main chain. Localization of the electron apparently necessitates a structural irregularity on the main
chain of the polymer. Two types of structural irregularities have been proposed as defects causing the
localization of electrons on a part of the main chain. One is chemical defects induced by irregular
chemical reactions
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during polymerization. Branching of the main chain has been suggested to be an important chemical
defect for trapping an excited electron.21 We have proposed that the branch also acts as a trap for the
hole and the conduction electron.1011 However, this proposal should be discarded, because most of
polymer molecules used in the present experiment do not have branches. Moreover, as shown in
Figure 7, a quantum-chemical calculation (semiempirical PM3) indicates that a branch does not act as
an efficient electron tap for a conduction electron and a hole.
The other candidate is conformational defects which have been proposed for explaining the
transfer and the inhomogeneous broadening of the excitation of polysilanes. Two models have been
proposed for the structural defects. One is the chain segment model which assumes that a few defects
distributed at random along a regular chain, such as cis (or gauche) Si-Si-Si conformation along a
trans (or anti) linear chain, prevent the coherence of electrons and serves to localize excitations on
mutually decoupled segments. The chain segment model has been applied successfully for explaining the photophysical and photochemical properties of polysilanes.22"25 The other model is the continuous disorder model which assumes a Gaussian distribution of a-conjugation energies along the SiSi main chain.24"28 The Gaussian distribution arises
from the irregular deformation of polymer backbone, so that this is also called the wormlike chain
model. Localization of electronic states arises from the accumulation of energy mismatch between
adjacent a-conjugations, so that the localization is essentially Anderson localization.29 This model
was applied for explaining the electronic structure and energy transfer dynamics of poly(di-/ihexylsilane) in cryogenic solids and was concluded to be better than the chain segment model. In the
present study, localization of an unpaired electron on a part of the main chain was not observed for
Si8(CH3)i8 with the main chain not long enough for the accumulation of the mismatch. This strongly
suggests that the continuous disorder model or Anderson localization is applicable for the localization
of the conduction electron on (-SiCH3C(jHii-)n. Figure 8 shows the distribution of the unpaired
electrons on the radical anion and cation of Sij6(CH3)34 obtained by the semiempirical PM3 calculation. The calculation shows that the introduction of trans-cis links in an otherwise all-trans main chain
is not enough for inducing the localization of both the conduction electron and the hole, which also
supports the validity of Anderson localization of both the conduction electron and the hole on silane
polymers.
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Figure 1. Two-pulse ESE-detected ESR spectra at 77 K for/-irradiated
perdeuterated methylcyclohexane containing 5 vol % of perdeuterated
tetrahydrofuran and 0.01 mol/dm3 of Si8(CH3)|8 before (solid line) and
after (broken line) photobleaching the radical anion of Si8(CH3)|8. The
time interval between the first and the second microwave pulses was
fixed at 600 ns.
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Figure 2. Two-pulse ESEEM signal of the Si8(CH3)lg radical anion
obtained by subtracting the contribution of the solvent radical on the
observed ESE signal.
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(-SiCH 3 C 6 H 11 -) n

Figure 3. Comparison of the observed ESEEM signal of the Si8(CH3)i8
radical anion (•) and the simulated signals of SuCCHa)]^ radical
anions (lines) in the mixed solvent of perdeuterated methylcyclohexane
and 5 vol % perdeuterated letrahydrofuran at 77 K. The ESEEM is
expressed with the ratios of the observed or intrapolated modulation
minima, V»j», to maxima, V™,. Simulations were carried out by
simplifying the molecular structure of S U C H a W : to be a cylinder of
the radius 0.4 nm with a central linear wire corresponding to the S i Si main chain. An unpaired electron is assumed to be delocalized on
Si atoms composing the wire.
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Figure i. Comparison of the observed (•) and simulated (lines)
ESEEM signals of the (—SiCHsGiHii—)„ radical anion in the mixed
solvent of perdeuterated methylcyclohexane and 5 vol % perdeuterated
tetrahydrofuran at 77 K. The amplitude of the ESEEM is expressed
with Vnu/Vw Simulations were carried out by simplifying the structure
of a polymer molecule to be a linear rod with an elliptic cross section
and with a central wire corresponding to the Si—Si main chain. The
short and the long axes of the ellipsis were 0.8 and 2.0 nm, respectively.
An unpaired electron was assumed to be on a part of the wire composed
of n Si atoms.
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Figure 4. Two-pulse ESE-detected ESR spectra at 77 K for /-irradiated
perdeuterated methylcyclohexane containing S vol % of perdeuterated
tetrahydrofuran and 0.01 mol/m3 (monomer unit) of (-SiCH3C«Hii~
)„ before (solid line) and after (broken line) photobleaching the radical
anion of (-SiCH 3 C6H u -) n . The time interval between the first and
the second microwave pulses was fixed at 600 ns.

Figure 5. Two pulse ESEEM signal of the (-SiCHjCsH,,-), radical
anion obtained by subtracting the contribution of the solvent radical
on the observed ESE signal.
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Figure 7. Distribution of unpaired electrons on the radical anion and
cation of branched [Si^CHsWaSKCrfc^KCHs^ obtained by semiempirical PM3 calculation. The hatched parts show the iso-surface of the
spin density at 0.001.

Figure 8. Distribution of unpaired electrons on the radical anion and
cation of trans Sii6(CH3)34 with two cis conformations obtained by
semiempirical PM3 calculation. The hatched parts show the iso-surface
of the spin density at 0.001.
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Abstract
We present a model towards the many-body description of sub-barrier fusion and
spontaneous fission based on the semiclassical Vlasov equation and the Feynman path
integral method. We define suitable collective variables from the Vlasov solution and
use the imaginary time technique for the dynamics below the Coulomb barrier.

1

Introduction

Nucleus is composed of protons, neutrons, pions, etc which react each other by the strong
interaction. The particles of this kind is called "hadron" and we report on tunneling
phenomena in hadronic many-body system.
There are well-known tunneling phenomena in hadronic many-body system, among
which the alpha decay is most famous. George Gamow predicted it and explained it in
terms of tunneling process. After the discovery of spontaneous fission, Niels Bohr quickly
pointed out that it is also explained by the tunneling of fission barrier. The semiclassical
theory of one-dimensional tunneling was well established and can explain these phenomena
qualitatively. But it is by no means simple to calculate the lifetime of decay process
quantitatively. Generally speaking, the multidimensionality plays the important role in
hadronic many-body system.
Many-body description of nuclear dynamics at the energies below the Coulomb barrier
is stil! an open problem. The early attempts to attack this problem by studying the
nuclear fission was done by Negele and coworkers [1] who used Imaginary-Time Dependent
Hartree-Fock method. Because of numerical difficulties, however, this model has not been
applied to the heavy system which fissions spontaneously. Thus it is desirable to apply
some simplified approaches which contains main features of many-body system. A recently
proposed method [2, 3, 4] based on the Vlasov equation and the Feynman path integral
technique is a candidate towards a microscopic description of tunneling phenomena in
nuclear processes. Because of the semiclassical nature of Vlasov equation, some genuine
quantum effects contained in TDHF might be lost. However, such a treatment should
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be rather useful for quantitative understanding of some general properties of many-body
dynamics. The studies of sub-barrier fusion [2, 4] and spontaneous fission of heavy nuclei
[3] show that, it is a promising approach to describe the tunneling process using particle
degree of freedom.

2

Model for subbarrier fusion

Starting point is the Vlasov equation written as
df(r,p,t)
dt

+

(1)

where f(r,p,t) is one-body distribution function, the symbol {...} is the Poisson bracket
and h(r, p,t) = T + U(p, r) is the Hamiltonian. This Vlasov equation is solved by testparticle method where the one-body distribution function is expanded by the superposition
of delta function,
-, NxA

/(r,p,t) = - Yl S{r-ri(t))5(p~pi(t)),

(2)

i=l

where TV is the number of TP per nucleon and A is the total mass number. Inserting
eq.(2) into eq.(l), we get the equation of motion for test particles.
Pi
Pi

=
=

rnii,
-VU(ri).

[6)

For simplicity and for transparency, let's assume a fusion of mass-symmetric system
with small overlap. Generalization to mass-asymmetric system is to introduce another
collective variable for mass-division freedom. The problem of large overlap is encountered
in the fission study in the next section.
We first define the collective coordinate of the fusion process R and its conjugate
momentum P as
R(P) = / dvdp r(p)/(r, p, t) - I dvdV r(p)/(r, p, i),
JS

(4)

JA

where A and B represent regions z < 0 and z > 0 respectively. Using the test particle
decomposition of eq.(2), we can write

where s is the step-function defined as
s{zi)

= - 1 for Zi<0
= +1 far Zi > 0
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and
——— = 28 (zi)
dzi

(8)

Next we calculate the collective force acting on collective coordinate R by making the
derivative of its momentum with respect to time.
P

= 4Ef*(*i)Pi + 4s(*)-Pil

(9)

(11)
Using Vlasov equations given by eq.(3), we rewrite it as
P

= jj E {-s(*i)VU(ri) + l5(zi)piPzi} .

(12)

This expression is simplified when system has a rotational symmetry and the force is
directed to z-axis. Denoting its strength as Fcou and ez as unit vector to z-direction,
P

= e^Ef-^^V^rO+^Jp^}

(13)
(14)

(15)
In fusion reactions, the momentum of test-particles pj is composed of two terms,
P i — J - i P / 2 + pl

(16)

where Fermi motion part p'; can be assumed isotropic. Thus the second term of the rhs
of eq.(15) is rewritten as

Thus, Frnu is divided into two terms
Foil
Fio,al

= Flocal + Fnonlocal
=

l
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From this expression, we define the effective potential as
Veffective = J Fcou dR

(21)

and the potential barrier as
Vpot =

f Flocal dR

(22)

It is to be noted that the delta-function parts of eq.(19) and (20) are coming from the
particle exchange across the dividing plane. The former one comes from the normal Fermi
motion and is thought to a pressure effect across the plane. On the other hand, the latter
one is related to the collective motion, which represents the effect of dynamical particle
exchange. As we know, this effect leads to the window formula frictional force [5] when
the collective velocity is much slower than the intrinsic response time. It might be the case
for deep-inelastic collision but this condition is not justified [6] for near-barrier reactions
except for just the barrier energy. Thus the nonlocal force acts as a time-reversal nonlocal
force in our case.
In tunneling region, we change the equation of motion for test-particles as

p,
The force acting on p; is

£ Uzi)(-VzU(ri)) + ^ f *(*)]

(24)

The force acting on collective coordinate P is given by
i + Jts(zi)

* Pi} •

( 25 )
(26)

This equation is rewritten using s(zi)2 = 1 as
P = Rz{-Fl"ml

+ Fnonlocal).

(28)

From eq.(14) and eq.(18), the equation of motion for real time is given by
P = e . [Flocal + Fnmlocal).
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Comparing eq.(28) and eq.(29), we know how the force should be changed for real and
imaginary time. The requirement is to change the signature of the local force but preserving the nonlocal force. This type of transformation is reasonable because the collective
momentum changes in imaginary time as
P

—)• -iP

(30)

2

2

(31)

P

3

—>

-P .

Model for spontaneous fission

In order to discuss the dynamics of spontaneous fission, we first define the collective
variables. When two fission fragments are separated, the the relative motion of the nuclei
or of the fission fragments (FF) R and its conjugate momentum P should be the same one
as was defined in eq.(4). For more compact configurations, deformation and the size of the
neck connecting the fragments become important. It is not clear if the definition of eq.(4)
works even in such case. The work in this direction is under progress now but we haven't
got the definite result. Therefore, we will report here another definition of the collective
variables in fission process which we worked before[3]. In this model, we took the special
choice of one set of collective variables by which we took into account the effect of the
necking motion in addition to the relative motion of two fragments.
We define the following degree of freedom:
= / drdp{r(p)}/(r,p,<) - / drdp{r(p)}/(r,p,i),

(32)

where A and B are the regions having z < zpiane — rjv and z > zpiane + r^ respectively.
Here z is the coordinate along the fissioning motion, rjv is the neck radius and zpiane is the
position of the plane which separates two fragments. The zpiane coincides with the C M .
of the total system for symmetric fission and by changing the plane position, we could
describe asymmetric: fission as well[3].
The physical meaning of our choices is rather simple. For compact shapes, eq.(32)
gives somehow a measure of the degree of deformation of the nucleus. For spherical
shapes r^ = R (where R is the radius of the fissioning nucleus) the number of particles
located in the tips (along the z-axis) are almost equal to zero (the system has a diffuse
surface). When the system starts to elongate, r j v < R, only those particles which are
located in the tips of the deformed nucleus give a contribution to the collective degree of
freedom. After the scission point rN = 0 and R -> R (P —> P) i.e. the collective degrees
of freedom become the relative distance and momentum as it should be.
Taking the time derivative of eq.(32) and using the Vlasov eq. (3) we get the classical
Hamilton equations of motion for the collective variables R and P. The change from the
proceeding section is two-fold. First, the local force is calculated not as the sum of forces
acting on all the particels in the right and the left parts but as a sum of forces action
on the chip parts of the right and the left fragments. The second change is to ignore the
delta-function part of the force in eq.(12) in accordance with the definition of the collective
variables. Because of this, there happens neither nonlocal force nor pressure force in the
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local force part. By using this kind of definition, we obtain the equationsfor the dynamics
above the barrier.
To describe the dynamics below the barrier, we use the same Wick transformation
as was done in the proceeding section. In this case of spontaneous fission, there is no
nonlocal force and what we do is to change the signature of the total force. When we
start from the sperical parent nucleus, there is no collective force. The spherical solution
of Vlasov equation, however, shows a small vibration around the spherical shape. When
the nucleus reaches its maximum deformation caused by this vibration, the collective
momentum becomes zero. At this stage, we switch to the imaginary time, that is, to
invert the signature of the force. Then the fission fragments are pushed away from each
other by the inverted collective force. We continue to solve the Vlasov eq.(3) with the
modified force until the time when the collective momentum becomes zero again. Prom
that time on, the motion becomes classically allowed, and thus we solve the real time
Vlasov eq.(l) again up to scission and beyond.

4

Some examples of subbarrier fusion and spontaneous fission calculations

In the numerical calculations [6], Skyrme force with compressibility 200MeV was used as
a basic interactions. In addition, we used symmetry energy and surface term of Yukawa
form adjusted to reproduce the 16 O+ 16 O barrier height for above-barrier reactions. The
number of test particles are chosen as N = 105 and time-step of <5t=O.2fm/c ~ 0.05fm/c
was used.
In Fig. la, we show the potential barriers calculated according to our model for the
head-on collision of lhO + 16O . The case of incident energies below and above the barrier
are shown to yield very similar interaction barriers, which rather well agree with the one
extracted from experimental data. For an example of the medium-mass nuclei, we show
in Fig.lb the case of 56Ni + 56Ni. For heavy nuclei, the effects of deformation, neck
formation and nonlocality become more important and affect the effective barrier height.
What important is that at subbarrier energy, the effect of nonlocality tends to lower the
barrier further, and on the contrary, at above-barrier energies, the effect of nonlocality is
to push the barrier height higher. At near barrier energies, the effect of nonlocality is very
small and hardly affect the cross section.
The effect of nonlocality is caused by the dynamical particle exchange across the dividing plane. Therefore, the particle exchange causes the barrier lowering for subbarrier
energies and causes the barrier growing for above barrier energies. We expect that the
former corresponds to the deep-subbarrier enhancement of the cross section which is very
hard to reproduce by the coupled-channel model. On the other hand, the latter might be
related to the extra-push phenomena. We expect we can resolve an entangled phenomena of subbarrier enhancement and above-barrier reduction of the cross section for heavy
systems based on this particle-exchange mechanism. It should be noted that the nonlocal
potential has the same effect as the position-dependent collective mass parameter as was
discussed in [7].
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Figure 1: The potential for the fusion reaction. Left a-panel represents 16O + 16O system:
the full line shows the empirical potential, the dashed and dashed-dotted lines are the
results of the Vlasov simulation at energies 8 and 16MeV, respectively, the thin dashed
line denotes the Bass parametrization. Right b-panel shows the potential barriers (bold
lines) and effective barriers (thin lines) obtained by the Vlasov simulation for 58Ni + 58Ni
reaction at the energies 90MeV (solid lines), 93MeV (dashed-dotted lines which start from
llfm and bold and thin lines almost coincide) and 145MeV (dashed lines). The thin dotted
line gives the values of Coulomb interaction between the point-like object.
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Figure 2: Fusion excitation functions for 16O + 16O system (a-panel) and 58Ni + 58Ni
system (b-panel). The solid lines shows the Vlasov simulation and experimental data are
shown by symbols. In b-panel, the WKB calculations for the potential barrier shown in
Figlb are shown by dotted line for 90MeV incident energy and dashed line for 145MeV
incident energy.
Fig.2 shows the fusion cross sections of 16 O+ 16 O (a-panel), and 56 Ni+ 56 Ni (b-panel).
The solid lines are our calculations and data are shown by symbols. In b-panel, the WKB
calculations for the potential barriers given in Figl-b are also shown. From this figure,
our Vlasov calculation reproduce the experimental data for subbarrier and near-barrier
reactions quite well.
An example of the system evolution for 2 5 2 C / fission is given by ftg.l in [3] and we
will not show it again. (Caution should be paid that the scales of axes in Fig.l of this
reference should be multiplyed by factor 1.5!) We see that the system has some quadrupole
deformation when entering the imaginary time evolution. Then, because of the rather
strong collective force two fragments start to deform and finally separate. Scission occurs
almost at the second turning point for this heavy element. The final value of the kinetic
energy of the fission fragments are in rather good agreement to the Viola systematics.
This quantity appears to be very sensitive to the choice of the surface term. We found
that the actions value is roughly a factor 2 larger for this nucleus than data and does not
show the shell fluctuations. We performed calculations for seven parent nuclei and the
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result is mostly the same, that is, the final kinetic energies come close to the data but the
action value is roughly two times larger than the experimentally determined values.
With respect, to this overestimation of the action integral, we point out one difficulty
of this model calculation. It is related to the symmetry of the model space of Vlasov
calculation. In our case, there is no effect which brakes the rotational symmetry of the
system. Therefore, the component of the angular momentum parallel to the molecular
axis is conserved between the parent nucleus and final two fragments. Because the radius
of the parent nucleus and those of the daughter nuclei differ, the daughter nuclei cannot be
in their ground state but are excited. This is a well known effect which is inherent to the
mean-field approach and happens also in classical system as well as the quantum system.[8]
Our model suffers this difficulty, too, and this is an important origin of the overestimation
of the action integral. A question arises with this problem:For heavy system like actinide
nuclei, this kind of internal excitation is estimated rather large, typically several MeV per
particle. Why such a big excitation causes only a factor of two change of action value?
The reason is that near the exit point of the tunneling process, the potential energy of
the system is already decreasing rapidly. Especially in our case, the numerical calculation
shows an already separated configuration for two fragments at barrier exit point. The
distance of this point really increases as a result of a large intrinsic excitation compared
with the ground-state nucleus. But the action value is an integration of the momentum
iu the barrier measured from the ground state energy level and thus this value doesn't
change much although the excitation energy is big.
This difficulty should be solved by introducing the residual interaction which can break
the symmetry of the system. Solution of this problem together with the Introduction of
the quantum effect is the next, step for the development of the fission problem.

5

Conclusion

In this report we have presented an approach to nuclear dynamics in the tunneling region
based on the Vlasov equation and the Feynman path integral method. We have discussed
the application of the model to sub-barrier fusion and spontaneous fission. A reasonable
reproduction of different observables has been obtained. The method is rather flexible and
it can give a starting point of the tunneling phenomena of a many-body system.
In case of sub-barrier fusion between two heavy ion, we discussed mainly on the nonlocal force effect which originate from the nucleon exchange between two nuclei when two
come close together. Using Vlasov dynamics, we showed clearly the importance of this
nonlocal effect even in the sub-barrier reaction and showed the relation of the force and
the particle exchange process between the dividing plane. In addition, we showed that the
force acts inversely for above-barrier and sub-barrier reactions. This feature was expected
from the macroscopic: model but a microscopic foundation of it was achieved with the
Vlasov dynamics.
In case of spontaneous fission, we found that the method gives a reasonable description
of the time evolution of the system in the tunneling region. However, the definition of the
collective variable is not unique and further study is necessary to put the model on more
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firm ground. The spurious excitation caused by the restriction of the model is one of the
most urgent, task to solve. For the complete description of the fission process, it is clear
that we need to include fully the quantum effect which should appear as a shell effect.
It is true that there remains many theoretical problems to be solved but nevertheless
this approach seems to be a very promising way to clarify the tunneling process of manyparticle system.
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Notion of adiabatic invariance in classical mechanics, the geometrical realization of
which is called torus, gives a key basis of non-adiabatic motions for molecular vibrational
problems. Quantum mechanical transition between tori and motion in the so-called quasi-separatrix
can thus be regarded as such "non-adiabatic processes". In this presentation, we discuss mainly
two topics, namely, (1) a generalization of classical mechanics so as to treat tunneling between
tori, which is called dynamical tunneling (the theory can be also applied to ordinary potential
tunneling such as those encountered in low temperature chemical reactions) and (2) our finding
of quantum localization of a pair of eigenfunctions quantized in a quasi-separatrix and their
tunneling, which we called dynamical tunneling of the second kind. The following is the excerpt
from the main body.

(1) The Hamilton-Jacobi equation can have wave-like complex-valued (non-classical) solutions
in real-valued configuration space. Just as a real-valued wave-like solution gives rise to classical
trajectories as its characteristic lines, the non-classical solutions can have such characteristic
lines as well, that is, the paths describing non-classical phenomena such as tunneling [1]. These
paths can be incorporated into any semiclassical formalism such as the Feynman path integrals.
(2) We have found out a new phenomenon of chaos that is induced by tunneling. This can
thereby cause tunneling assisted mixing [2].
(3) Applications to typical chemical reactions have identified the tunneling tube. The width,
length, and position of the tubes determine energy disposal after tunneling reactions and tunneling
probabilities [3].
(4) We have further devised a practical method, quasi-semiclassical trajectory method (QSCT),
for multidimensional tunneling chemical reactions. A comparison of this method with the full
quantum calculations has verified the accuracy of the present method [4]. Thus it turns out that
QSCT is a promising method to treat multi-dimensional tunneling in chemical systems.
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We then move to an interesting localization property of quantum-waves which is quantized
in a thin chaotic zone.
(5) An interesting pair of eigenfunctions have been found that are confined in a relatively thin
quasi-separatrix. These wavefunctions really represent the very onset of "quantum chaos". We
have found this type of wavefunctions with use of the energy screening technique we have
devised before [5,6].
(6) The classical quasi-separatrix is composed of two wide domains and thin canals connecting
them. All the points inside the quasi-separatrix is classically accessible. Quasi-standing waves
are formed in each wide domain, at which it stays for much a longer time than the classical
counterpart. The bulky quantum wave suppresses the speed of its passing through the thin canals,
with the speed being slower by almost 10 times as compared to the corresponding classical
motions [7]. This is a spontaneous quantum localization generated in phase space.
(7) However, these quasi-standing waves eventually leak to the other wide domains to interfere
with each other, forming a pair of true standing waves (eigenfunctions) with a tunneling splitting.
This defines dynamical tunneling of the second kind [7].
(8) The dynamical tunneling of the second kind will give rise to a spectral anomaly, namely, a
deviation from the standard Wigner distribution in the nearest neighbor level spacing [7].
(9) It turns out that the condition for this dynamical tunneling to appear is not monotonic with
respect to the magnitude of the Planck constant. We have thus found a phenomenon that quantumclassical correspondence is not monotonic in the Planck constant [7].
(10) On the contrary to a general belief that chaos gives a physical background accounting for
fast inramolecular vibrational energy flow, the quantum localization thus found in a thin chaotic
sea prevents a fast energy redistribution.
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§ 1. Introduction
"Nonadiabatic transition" is a multi-disciplinary concept and presents a very basic
mechanism of state and/or phase change in various fields of physics, chemistry and
biology.1-3) The most basic and common one is the so called Landau-Zener-Stueckelberg
type curve crossing problem. In the past several years, we have succeeded in deriving
practically useful complete solutions of this problem ( § 2). This theory has deep
potentiality for wide range of applications to physical, chemical, and biological problems.
Chemical reactions are one of the most important examples. Not only electronically
nonadiabatic chemical reactions, but also even electronically adiabatic reactions can be
analyzed from the viewpoint of nonadiabatic transition; the latter can be considered as
vibrationally nonadiabatic transitions ( § 3). Our theory of time-independent nonadiabatic
transition can be easily transformed to deal with various types of time-dependent
nonadiabatic transitions( § 4). This theory further enables us to establish a new way of
controlling molecular processes by a time-dependent external field ( § 5). Here short
reviews of these subjects are provided.
§ 2. Complete Solutions of the Landau-Zener-Stueckelberg
(LZS) Type Curve Crossing Problems
In spite of the importance of the LZS type nonadiabatic transitions, there had been
left a lot of unsolved theoretical problems. For instance, no formula was available for
nonadiabatic transitions at energies lower than the crossing point. No theory existed to
treat a transmission accompanying nonadiabatic transition, i.e. so called "nonadiabatic
tunneling". All of these unsolved problems have been solved recently after more than
sixty years since the pioneering works done by Landau, Zener, and Stueckelberg. 1-5)
Compact and yet accurate formulas have been obtained not only for transition
probabilities but also for all necessary phases. For instance, the new formula
corresponding to the famous Landau-Zener formula is as simple as, but far better than the
latter. The theory has been proved to work well for multi-channel problems.6-?) Even
dense overlapping resonances can be nicely reproduced. Very sharp Feshbach-type
resonances in a collinear reaction can also be accurately treated.8)
§ 3. Quantum Mechanical Elucidation of Reaction
Mechanisms in Heavy-Light-Heavy (HLH) Systems
Recent progress in theoretical studies of chemical reaction dynamics is quite
remarkable.9) Recently, we have introduced a new coordinate system called
hypersphericall elliptic coordinates,10) and have been successful in clarifying the
mechanisms of light atom (hydrogen atom) transfer reactions between two heavy
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atoms.11"13) With use of the good vibrational adiabaticity of heavy-light-heavy systems,
we can introduce the concept of vibrationally adiabatic ridge line, which presents a
watershed dividing the reagent and product potential valleys within the same vibrational
manifold. Adiabatic potential curves are drawn as a function of the hyperradius p ,
which represents the size of the reaction complex. Each potential curve asymptotically
corresponds to a certain rovibrational state of the reagent or the product. The ridge lines
can be projected out onto this potential curve diagram and enable us to clarify the reaction
mechanisms. The ridge line determines onsets of reactions for specified initial
rovibrational states. Furthermore, along and/or in the vicinity of the ridge lines some
avoided crossings among the potential curves appear and dictate the reaction dynamics at
least at low energies. This has been confirmed for O(3P)+HC1,12) an example of thermoneutral HLH reactions, CI+HCI,13) an example of symmetric HLH reactions, and
Cl+HBr, an example of endo-(or exo-) thermic HLH reactions. This fact also suggests
that we might be able to analyze the 3D reactions with use of our complete solutions of
the LZS problem. Actually, very preliminary study shows that the theory nicely
reproduces the cumulative reaction probability as a function of total energy. Further
analysis is now in progress.

§ 4. Theory of Time-Dependent Nonadiabatic Transitions
It is well known that the Landau-Zener formula provides the exact solution for the
time-dependent linear potential model. There have been known some other exactly
solvable time-dependent models. 14 - 16 ) Time-dependent problems are, generally
speaking, simpler to treat than the corresponding time-independent problems, and our
complete solutions for the LZS problem can be utilized to deal with time-dependent
quadratic potential problems. Compact and accurate formulas can be provided not only
for two crossing quadratic potentials, but also for the case of their tangential touching and
diabatically avoided crossings.17) Actually, our exact solution for the time-independent
linear potential model provides the exact solution of the time-dependent quadratic potential
model. The theory can also be applied to multi-channel and periodic crossing problems.

§ 5. Control of Nonadiabatic Molecular Processes
by a Time-Dependent External Field
Recent technical progress in manipulating time-dependent fields such as magnetic,
electric, and laser fields has opened a new avenue to control various dynamic
processes. 1 8) Recently, we have proposed a new way of controlling nonadiabatic
processes by sweeping a time-dependent external field at each avoided crossing. !9) Our
new theory outlined in the previous section enables us to formulate the control conditions
analytically, and to bring a multi-state crossing system from any specified initial state to
any desirable final state with unit probability. The quantity swept at the crossing point
can be anything of magnetic field strength, electric field strength, laser strength, or laser
frequency, depending on the problem. In the case of laser, we rely on the Floquet
formalism. Various molecular processes may be effectively controlled by this idea.
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10. The Role of van der Waals Interaction
on Quantum-mechanicalTunnel ing
Toshiyuki Takayanagi and Yuzuru Kurosaki
Advanced Science Research Center, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

Abstract: We present three-dimensional quantum cumulative reaction probabilities for the F +
H^ D2, and HD reactions with a special emphasis on resonances associated with quasi-bound
states localized in the reactant van der Waals region of the potential energy surface. The
accurate ab initio potential surface of Stark and Werner and the less accurate 5SEC-W surface
developed by Truhlar and co-workers have been employed.

The importance of quantum mechanical tunneling in chemical reactions has long been
an important topic in chemistry. Recent developments in reaction dynamics theory as well as
accurate ab initio electronic structure theory have made our understanding of tunneling more
quantitative.
Recently, we have been interested in the effect of a van der Waals (vdW) well in the
asymptotic region of a potential energy surface on tunneling. Two effects of the vdW
potential have been reported. The first one is that the vdW potential significantly enhances
tunneling especially at low collision energies. This behavior can easily be explained by the fact
that the vdW interaction reduces the reaction barrier width since the vdW interaction is
generally attractive. This has also been confirmed in approximate reaction dynamics
calculations for the H + F2 -> HF + F reaction [1]. The second effect is that the vdW well
sometimes causes a reaction probability p^ak just above the reaction threshold. This behavior
is attributed to a quasi-bound resonance state which is localized in the vdW well in the
asymptotic region of the potential energy surface. This second effect has been found in the
reaction dynamics calculations for the F + H2 reactions. Rosenman et al. [2-4] calculated
reactive cross sections for these reactions on the 5SEC [5] and the 5SEC-W [6] potential
energy surfaces using the three-dimensional coupled-states approximation. They have found
small cross section peaks in the reaction threshold region and concluded that the vdW well
enhances the tunneling processes. Manolopoulos and co-workers [7,8] calculated cumulative
reaction probabilities for the F + H2 reaction for total angular momentum J = 0 on the more
accurate ab initio potential energy surface of Stark and Werner (SW) [9] using the threedimensional quantum reactive scattering method. They have found a small cumulative
reaction probability peak above the threshold and confirmed that this peak is attributed to the
quasi-bound resonance state localized in the vdW well using the time-dependent wave-packet
method [10].
Engel et al. [11] reported an interesting study on the effect of the vdW well using
simple collinear atom-diatom reaction models. They have shown that vibrational excitation of
the vdW molecule, A...BC, would cause dissociation to both the A + BC and AB + C channels.
The dissociation of A...BC to the former channel corresponds to usual vibrational
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predissociation, while the dissociation to the latter channel corresponds to chemical reaction.
They have termed this process as
"vibrational prereaction" of vdW molecules
Figure 1
and found that vibrational prereaction is
3.0
sensitive to the ratio of tunneling and
2.5
vibrationally
nonadiabatic
interaction.
Although their calculations are based on
collinear atom-diatom models, it is very
interesting to study whether vibrational
prereaction is seen in three-dimensional
reactive scattering calculations on a realistic
potential energy surface.
Very recently, we[12,13] have
found sharp resonance structures associated
0.40
with the quasi-bound states localized in the
reactant vdW region of the potential energy
surface in the three-dimensional cumulative
reaction probabilities for the F + H2, D 2 and
HD reactions. Figure 1 shows the / = 0
cumulative reaction probabilities for the F +
o-D2(even-/) and p-D2(odd-j) reactions on
the SW potential energy surface. A sharp
resonance at E = 0.2115 eV (peak A) can
be assigned as the vdW complex,
10
0.19
0.20
0.21
0.22
F—D2(v=0, j=2) since this resonance is
found only in the cumulative reaction
Total Energy / eV
probabilities for F + o-D2. Note that this resonance has both a maximum and minimum. This
means that the vdW complex, F- •D2, dissociates into both the reactant channel F +
and
product channel DF + D.
Figure 2
Figure 2 shows the
cumulative reaction probabilities
for the F + HD reaction on the
- FHh H D - DF + H
r- .
SW potential surface. Again,
I"
1.0 -r HhHD-* HF + D
two sharp resonance structures a.S
/
(peaks A and B) associated with o
the reactant vdW quasi-bound
/\
states. These can be assigned Q)
as the F-HD(v=0, ; = l ) and rr 0.5 \ B
/f
F-HD(v=0, ;=1) complexes, >
•
respectively. Note that these
A
/
/
j
>
vdW complexes dissociate into E
-"
d
-i-rT"*. . . i
both the reactant and product
0.'
•8.23 0.24 0.25 0.26 0.27 0.28 0.29 0.30 0.31 0.32
channels. However, it is found
Total Energy / eV
that the complexes dissociate

3

V

into the product channel more effectively.
In summary, we have shown that the vdW wells in the asymptotic regions of the
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potential energy surface play an essential role in the reaction dynamics at low energies where
quantum-mechanical tunneling processes are dominant.
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11. Tunneling in the CH 3 +H 2 -^ CH 4 +H
Reaction and its Isotopic analog :
an Anomalous Isotope Effect
Yuzuru Kurosaki and Toshiyuki Takayanagi
Advanced Science Research Center, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokaimura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

Abstract
Vibrationally adiabatic ground-state potential curves for the CH3 + H2 —> CH4 + H
(I) and CD3 + H2 —» CD4H + H (II) reactions were obtained by adding zero-point
energies of harmonic vibrations orthogonal to intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) to bare
potential curves along IRC. It was clarified that both the barrier height and barrier width
of reaction II are smaller than those of reaction I. This computational result qualitatively
explains the experimental observation of Momose et al. [J. Chem. Phys. 108 (1998)
7334] that reaction II occurs but reaction I does not occur in solid parahydrogen at 5 K.

1. Introduction
Quantum-mechanical tunneling in chemical reactions has attracted considerable
interest in low-temperature chemical-reaction dynamics [1-3]. It is widely accepted that
an isotope effect at low temperatures is an experimental evidence for tunneling in
chemical reactions. For example, proton or hydrogen-atom transfer is well known as a
prototype that exhibits a large isotope effect; when the proton or hydrogen atom is
replaced with a deuterium, the reaction rate is remarkably decreased.
Recently, Momose et al. [4] have found an anomalous isotope effect in the CH3 +
H2 —» CH4 + H reaction in solid parahydrogen (p-H2). They produced CH3 (CD3)
radicals with the UV photolysis of CH3I (CD3I): CH3I (CD3I) + hv -* CH3 (CD3) + I,
and then measured the infrared absorption of the CH3I//?-H2 and CD3I//?-H2 systems after
standing in the dark at 5K. Consequently, the infrared absorption of CH4 was not
observed in the CH3I/p-H2 system after standing for a few days, whereas that of CD3H
was observed in the CD3I//?-H2 system after standing for about 1.5 days. They
concluded that the CH3 + H, —» CH4 + H reaction (reaction I) does not occur but the
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CD3 + H2 -* CH4 + H reaction (reaction II) occurs in solid p-K2 at 5K. Isotope effects
in tunneling usually appear when the effective mass of the coordinate that strongly
couples with the reaction pathway is changed, e.g., usual proton transfers exhibit a large
isotope effect when the proton is replaced with a deuterium. However, both reactions I
and II are hydrogen-atom abstractions and no isotope effect is expected to be observed.
They explained this anomalous isotope effect as follows; taking zero-point vibrational
energy (ZPE) into consideration it is expected that reaction I is slightly endothermic but
reaction II is slightly exothermic, and hence only reaction II can occur via tunneling.
However, reaction energies for reactions I and II are very small and should be examined
carefully. In fact, a recent ab initio molecular orbital (MO) study [5] has predicted that
reaction I is slightly exothermic. If this computational result is reliable, then the above
explanation for the anomalous isotope effect seems inappropriate.
In this Letter we discuss the anomalous isotope effect using ab initio MO methods
and the concept of intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) [6] that uniquely determines the
reaction pathway.

2. Methods of calculation
All ab initio MO calculations were carried out using the GAUSSIAN 94 program
[7]. Optimized geometries were obtained

at the second-order

Meller-Plesset

perturbation (MP2(full)) level with the correlation consisted polarized valence triple-^
(cc-pVTZ) basis set of Dunning [8]. Harmonic vibrational frequencies were calculated
analytically at the MP2/cc-pVTZ level [9] and the optimized geometries were
characterized as potential minima or saddle points. Single-point energies for the
MP2/cc-pVTZ geometries were also obtained using higher level of theory with the same
basis set: coupled cluster theory including single and double substitutions plus
perturbative triple substitions (CCSD(T,full))

[10] and quadratic

configuration

interaction including single and double substitutions and perturbative triple substitutions
(QCISD(T,full)) [10].
IRCs for both reactions I and II were calculated at the MP2/cc-pVTZ level using
the algorithm of Gonzalez and Schlegel [11, 12] with the step size being 0.03 amu"2
bohr. Every 0.18 amu1'2 bohr on the IRCs QCISD(T,full) energies were calculated and
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more reliable potential energy profiles were obtained. The vibrationally adiabatic
ground-state potential curves were obtained by adding ZPEs of orthogonal harmonic
vibrations [13] to the QCISD(T,full) energies along the IRCs.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Geometries and energetics
In Fig. 1 are depicted the optimized geometries with symmetry assignments for the
transition state (TS), van der Waals complex in the reactant side (VDWl), and that in
the product side (VDW2). Harmonic vibrational frequencies analytically obtained at the
MP2(fiill)/cc-pVTZ level are given in Table 1, showing that the TS is located at the
saddle point and VDWl and VDW2 at minima of potential energy surface. The IRC
analysis confirmed that VDWl and VDW2 smoothly connect with each other through
the TS. The geometry of the TS agrees fairly well with that obtained at the
CCSD(T)/[5s4p3d/4s3p] level by Kraka et al. [5]
Total energies estimated at the MP2(full)/cc-pVTZ, CCSD(T,full)/cc-pVTZ, and
QCISD(T,full)/cc-pVTZ are listed in Table 2. Note that the CCSD(T,full) and
QCISD(T,full) methods give almost the same values. Fig. 2 shows potential energy
diagram for reactions I and II at the QCISD(T,full) level including ZPE values. In
parentheses are given the values for the bare potential which is common to reactions I
and II. It is of interest to note that both VDWl and VDW2 do not exist when
considering ZPE. However, since in this study ZPEs were predicted under the harmonic
vibrational approximation, more reliable method that can accurately estimate the effect
of vibrational anharmonicity is needed to discuss the existence of van der Waals
complex. In this paper we assume that neither VDWl nor VDW2 are produced. It was
calculated that activation energy (AEa) and reaction energy (AHR) for reaction I are 13.5
and -0.6 kcal mol'1 and those for reaction II are 12.9 and -1.3 kcal mol"1. Table 3
summarizes the energetics for reaction I calculated by Kraka et al. [5] at the higher level
of theory than this work, plus an experimental result. According to their calculation,
AHR of reaction I was predicted to be 0.42 kcal mol"1 at the CCSD(T)/[5s4p3d/4s3p]
level, but -0.25 or -0.80 kcal mol'1 using the larger basis set: [5s4p3d2flg/4s3p2dlfj.
AEa was calculated to be 14.13 kcal mol'1 with the smaller basis set and 13.34 kcal mol"1
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with the larger basis set. Note also that the experimental value for AHR is consistent
with their computational values. It is seen that AEa and AHR predicted in this work agree
quite

well

with

the

result

of

Kraka

et

al.

obtained

at

the

CCSD(T)/[5s4p3d2flg/4s3p2dlfJ level. One can thus conclude that although this work
employed the cc-pVTZ basis set which is smaller than [5s4p3d2flg/4s3p2dlf], the
present result for the energetics of reaction I is reliable and that reaction I as well as
reaction II is slightly exothermic. Therefore the explanation of Momose et al. [4] quoted
in Introduction seems inappropriate for the difference of reactivity between reactions I
and II. As already shown in Fig. 2, it was predicted that AEa of reaction II is smaller
than that of reaction I and that the absolute value of AHR of reaction II is larger than that
of reaction I. This suggests that at a given total energy in the tunneling region the
transmission probability for reaction II is larger than that for reaction I because the
barrier width of reaction II is smaller than that of reaction I. In order to confirm this
prediction potential energy profiles along the IRCs of reactions I and II were obtained
and will be shown in the next subsection.

3.2. IRC analyses
Potential enegy profiles along IRCs for reactions I and II are shown in Fig. 3,
where s is the coordinate along IRC in amu"2 bohr, the TS of bare potential is set to be s
= 0.0 and s < 0.0 and s > 0.0 correspond to the reactant and product sides, respectively,
and the zero point of energy is set to be the reactant asymptote of bare potential. In this
figure solid and dashed-dotted curves represent the bare potentials of reactions I and II,
respectively, and dashed and dotted curves represent the vibrationally adiabatic groundstate potentials for reactions I and II, respectively. It should be noted that the bare
potentials of reactions I and II shown in the lower part of the figure are almost identical
with each other, meaning that the usual isotope effect is negligible. This is naturally
expected since one considers hydrogen atoms in methyl radical as a "spectator" in both
reactions I and II. In the upper part of the figure are plotted the vibrationally adiabatic
ground-state potentials. It is seen that ZPEs along the IRC of reaction I are about 5 kcal
mol'1 larger than those of reaction II throughout the reaction. Figure 4 shows again the
two vibrationally adiabatic potential curves but here the two reactant asymptotes are set
to be the zero point of relative energy. It is clearly seen that both the barrier height and
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barrier width of reaction II are smaller than those of reaction I especially in the product
region. Therefore it is expected that transmission probability for reaction II is larger
than that for reaction I at a given total energy in the tunneling region. One can thus
explain the difference of reactivity between reactions I and II from the viewpoint of the
difference of transmission probability.
A reliable theoretical method is needed to quantitatively compare the rates of
reactions I and II. Rate constant calculations using Truhlar's method [14] that can take
curvature-coupling effects into consideration are currently under way.

4. Concluding remarks
In this work ab initio MO calculations at the CCSD(T,full)/cc-pVTZ//MP2/ccpVTZ and QCISD(T,foll)/cc-pVTZ//MP2/cc-pVTZ levels were carried out for reactions
I and II and the energetics of the reactions were discussed. It was predicted at the
QCISD(T,full)/cc-pVTZ//MP2/cc-pVTZ level that AEa and AHR of reaction I are 13.5
and -0.6 kcal mol"1 and those for reaction II are 12.9 and -1.3 kcal mol'1. These values
agree quite well not only with the computational results obtained by other researchers at
the higher level of theory than this work but with the experimental value. It is thus
concluded that reaction I as well as reaction II is slightly exothermic. IRC calculations
were carried out and orthogonal harmonic vibrations were obtained by diagonalizing the
projected force constant matrix. Vibrationally adiabatic ground-state potential curves for
reactions I and II were then obtained and compared to each other. It was clearly seen
that both the barrier height and barrier width of reaction II are smaller than those of
reaction I. Therefore transmission probability for reaction II is expected to be larger
than that for reaction I at a given total energy in the tunneling region, which explains the
difference of reactivity between reactions I and II.
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Table 1
Harmonic vibrational frequencies and ZPEs calculated at the MP2(full)/cc-pVTZ level
Frequencies / cm"'
ZPE / hartree

H2

4525(0^

CH,

502(82")
3372 (e')

1450 (e')
3372 (e')

1450 (e')

3201 (a,')

0.03041

CD3

389 (a2")
2513 (e')
1358 (t2)
1600 (e)
3216 (t2)

1067 (e')
2513 (e')
1358 (t2)
3093 (a,)

1067 (e')

2264 (a,')

0.02236

1358 (t2)
3216 (t2)

1600 (e)
3216 (t2)

0.04560

CD 3 H

1035 (a,)
1342 (e)
3189 (a,)

1069 (e)
2233 (a,)

1069 (e)
2381 (e)

1342 (e)
2381 (e)

0.03654

CH 5 (VDW1)

46 (e)
174 (e)
3200 (a,)

46 (e)
508 (a,)
3371 (e)

81 (a,)
1449 (e)
3371 (e)

174 (e)
1449 (e)
4516 (a,)

0.04188

CD 3 H 2 (VDW1) 33 (e)
172 (e)
2264 (a,)

33 (e)
394 (aj
2512 (e)

80 (a,)
1066 (e)
2512 (e)

172 (e)
1066 (e)
4516 (a,)

0.03377

CH 5 (VDW2)

8(e)
1358 (e)
3093 (a,)

8(e)
1358 (a,)
3216 (e)

41 (a,)
1600 (e)
3216 (e)

1358 (e)
1600 (e)
3216 (a,)

0.04573

CD 3 H 2 (VDW2) 7(e)
1069 (e)
2233 (a,)

7(e)
1069 (a,)
2381 (e)

41 (a,)
1343 (e)
2381 (e)

1035 (e)
1343 (e)
3189 (a,)

0.03667

CH 5 (TS)

1604/ (a,) 552 (e)
1142 (e) 1142(e)
1998 (a,) 3148 (a,)

552 (e)
1468 (e)
3298 (e)

1073 (aj
1468 (e)
3298 (e)

0.04360

CD3H2 (TS)

1589/ (a,) 452 (e)
1071 (e) 1071 (e)
1981 (a,) 2243 (a,)

452 (e)
1102 (e)
2452 (e)

832 (a,)
1102(e)
2452 (e)

0.03466

CH4

0.01031
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Table 2
Total energies for the MP2/cc-pVTZ geometries (hartree) a
MP2(full)

(S 2)

b

H

-0.49981

0.75

-0.49981

-0.49981

H2

-1.16465

0.0

-1.17232

-1.17232

CCSD(T,full)

QCISD(T,full)

CH3

-39.75084

0.761

-39.77668

-39.77673

CH4

-40.42799

0.0

-40.45507

-40.45516

CH 5 (VDW1)

-40.91593

0.761

.40.94947

-40.94952

CH 5 (VDW2)

-40.92785

0.750

-40.95495

-40.95503

CH 5 (TS)

-40.89550

0.786

-40.93021

-40.93035

a
b

The cc-pVTZ basis set was used for all calculations.
The expectation value of spin operator S 2 for the MP2 wave functions.

Table 3
Energetics for reaction I at the CCSD(T) level (kcal mol"') a
Basis set
[5s4p3d/4s3p]
[5s4p3d2flg/4s3p2dlff
[5s4p3d2flg/4s3p2dlf] f

Barrier heightb
AZPE AEbc
AE/
1.53
12.60
14.13
11.81
13.34

Reaction energy b
AZPE AE/
AHRd
3.21
-2.79
0.42
-3.46
-0.25
-4.01
-0.80

(experiment 8 )
10.9
-0.59
All values (including experimental result) are quoted from Ref. 5. Geometries were
optimized at the CCSD(T)/[5s4p3d/4s3p] level and single-point energy calculations
were carried out at the CCSD(T)/[5s4p3d2flg/4s3p2dlf] level.
b
A means the relative energy value with respect to the reactant asymptote.
"Relative energy values for bare potential.
d
Relative energy values including ZPE.
T u r e spherical harmonic components of d-, f-, and g-type basis functions were used.
(identical with cc-pVQZ)
f
Cartesian d-, f-, and g-type basis functions were used.
g
At 300 K.
a
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102.7

1.409

rv-~n

3.343

•-O
C

J

3v

3v

VDW2

TS

1.071
90.1

•o=o

3.194

0.738

VDW1

Fig. 1. Optimized geometries at the MP2/cc-pVTZ level: the transition state (TS), van
der Waals complex in the reactant side (VDWl), and that in the product side
(VDW2). Bond lengths and angles are given in A and degree.

13.5
/

12.9

Reaction I
Reaction

0.0
0.0
(0.0)

CH 3 + H 2

0.4
0.4
(-0.3)

VDW1

(11.7)

TS

-0.6

-0.6

-1.3

-1.3

(-3.8)

(-3.7)

VDW2

CH 4 + H

Fig. 2. Potential energy diagram for reactions I and II at the QCISD(T,full) level
including ZPE values. In parentheses are given the values for the bare potential.
The unit is kcal mol'1.
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: Reaction I
/

I
1
I

/
/

35
30
,o

25

E
ro 20

15

: Reaction I
: Reaction II

03

10

-4

-2

0

s/amu

1/2

2

4

bohr

Fig. 3. Bare potential and vibrationally adiabatic ground-state potential curves along the
IRCs for reactions I and II. Solid and dashed-dotted curves represent the bare
potentials of reactions I and II, respectively, and dashed and dotted curves the
vibrationally adiabatic ground-state potentials for reactions I and II, respectively.

:Reacficnl
:ReacScnll

16

I

.5 2
0
-2
-4

-2

0

s / amu

1/2

2

4

bohr

Fig. 4. Vibrationally adiabatic ground-state potentials for reactions I and II, where the
two reactant asymptotes are set to be the zero point of relative energy. Solid
curve denotes reaction I and dashed curve reaction II.
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